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Key Recovery from State Information of Sprout:
Application to Fault Attack
(Invited Paper)
Maitra, Subhamoy; Sarkar, Santanu; Baksi, Anubhab; and Dey, Pramit

Algorithm (PRGA). In traditional stream cipher designs, the
key and IVs are loaded in the cipher state during the Key
Loading Algorithm (KLA) and then the cipher is run sufficient
number of rounds without generating any key-stream bit during the Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA). It is believed that
after the KSA, the cipher state reaches a considerably random
looking configuration. Then the Pseudo-Random Generation
Algorithm (PRGA) routine is executed and in that phase
the secret key bits are generally not used again (only the
state bits are used). The design of Sprout, motivated towards
design with relatively shorter state and still resisting the
TMDTO attack, considers using the secret key bits (stored
in a separate register) during the PRGA too. Sprout considers
several building blocks from the previous designs of Grain
family [1], [2], [15], [16].
While a new paradigm of design is quite interesting, the
success of the design depends on how an actual instantiation
of such idea can successfully resist cryptanalytic attempts. This
is the reason we look at Sprout in detail. We specifically note
the following claims by the designers of Sprout [3] and refute
those.
1) Guess and Determine Attacks.: The designers make
certain arguments to claim that efficiently recovering the secret
key bits from the state may not be possible. Here the secret
key size is κ = 80. They consider that only one fourth of
the secret key bits (i.e., 20 out of 80) may be recovered, but
the rest of the bits (i.e., 3κ/4 = 60) could be found only by
exhaustive key search, i.e., with an effort of 260 .
In Section II, we show that this is not correct. In fact, once
the state is known at some round while PRGA is running,
one can find the secret key bits quite efficiently. This raises
serious security concern regarding this specific cipher. The use
of each key bit independently in updating the state during the
PRGA seems to be the main reason for recovering the secret
key bits. In fact, this is achieved using algebraic techniques as
mentioned below.
2) Algebraic Attacks.: The designers claim that algebraic
attack may not be possible on Sprout as the algebraic equations
become complicated rapidly. While this statement is indeed
true (see Table IV), we manage to keep the degree bounded
by adding new variables for the Linear Feedback Shift Register
(LFSR) and the Non-Linear Feedback Shift Register (NFSR)
updates (see Sections II-A, II-B).
We use this technique to obtain the secret key from the state
as mentioned above. Further, we show that guessing a portion
of the state bits, it is possible to recover the secret key by

Abstract—A very recent design by Armknecht and Mikhalev
(FSE 2015) has received serious attention that uses shorter internal state and still claims to resist the time-memory-data-tradeoff
(TMDTO) attacks. An instantiation of this design paradigm is the
stream cipher named Sprout with 80-bit secret key. In this paper
we analyze the cipher and refute various claims. The designers
claim that the secret key of Sprout can not be recovered efficiently
from the complete state information using a guess and determine
attack. However, in this paper, we show that it is possible to
obtain the secret key from the state only using a few hundred
bits in practical time. Further, we show how related ideas can be
employed to mount a fault attack against Sprout that requires
around 120 faults in random locations (20 faults, if the locations
are known), whereas the designers claim that such a fault attack
may not be possible. Our cryptanalytic results raise quite a few
questions about this design paradigm in general that should be
revisited with greater care.
Index Terms—Cryptanalysis,
Sprout, Stream Cipher.

Fault

Attack,

Key-stream,

I. I NTRODUCTION
Very recently a new paradigm for light-weight stream cipher
design has been explored by Armknecht and Mikhalev [3] that
uses shorter internal state. Even with the shorter internal state,
this design claims to resist the time-memory-data-tradeoff
(TMDTO) attacks. One interesting feature of this design is
that, unlike the popular stream ciphers, it uses the secret key
bits during the pseudo-random bit generation too (in general
the secret key is only used in the initial key scheduling phase).
In fact, this is not a completely new idea as it is related to
the concept of self synchronizing stream ciphers that is known
for quite some time. Almost all the self-synchronizing stream
ciphers as well as the OFB and CTR mode have the same
property that dates back to the 1970s.
In this direction, a specific stream cipher, called Sprout is
presented that uses 80-bit secret key and 70-bit initialization
vector. This [3] is an interesting proposal to design stream
ciphers with shorter internal states. The main difference in
operational part of such design with the traditional ones is
to use the secret key during the Pseudo-Random Generation
Manuscript received March 6, 2016.
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solving a set of algebraic equations. One may always consider
design modifications that may be tried to resist such attacks,
but the ideas will always attract additional hardware and thus
the main motivation towards such designs with shorter states
will be lost.
3) Fault Attacks.: The authors of Sprout mention that
though the ciphers in the Grain family are vulnerable to fault
attacks [4], [23], those ideas will not affect Sprout as one
cannot recover the secret key even if the state is known by
fault attack.
As we have noted earlier, this is not correct indeed. In
Section III, we present how it is possible to recover the state
by mounting Differential Fault Attack (DFA) against Sprout.
We need around 120 faults to mount such an attack and we
respect all the usual assumptions related to the restrictions on
injecting the faults. However, we note that Sprout is better
resistant than the Grain family against the DFA.
Before proceeding further, let us briefly describe the stream
cipher Sprout and provide some introduction to fault attacks.

hence one particular key bit is involved in the state with a
probability of 12 .
This cipher uses one counter which is composed of 9 bits;
of which the lower 7 bits are a modulo 80 counter, whose
bits are denoted by (c6t , c5t , c4t , c3t , c2t , c1t , c0t ) respectively for a
given round t. Only the 5th LSB (c4t ) of this counter is used
in the evolution.
The NFSR is initially loaded with the first 40 bits of IV.
During the KSA, the register is shifted one bit 320 times; and
the bit nt+39 is updated as nt+39 = zt ⊕ g(Nt ) ⊕ kt∗ ⊕ lt ⊕ c4t .
Here the non-linear function g(Nt ), having the same form of
Grain 128a, is defined as:
g(Nt ) = nt ⊕ nt+13 ⊕ nt+19 ⊕ nt+35 ⊕ nt+39 ⊕ nt+2 nt+25

⊕ nt+3 nt+5 ⊕ nt+7 nt+8 ⊕ nt+14 nt+21 ⊕ nt+16 nt+18

⊕ nt+22 nt+24 ⊕ nt+26 nt+32 ⊕ nt+33 nt+36 nt+37 nt+38
⊕ nt+10 nt+11 nt+12 ⊕ nt+27 nt+30 nt+31

and zt denotes the key-stream produced, which is defined as:
zt = (nt+4 lt+6 ⊕ lt+8 lt+10 ⊕ lt+32 lt+17 ⊕ lt+19 lt+23

⊕ nt+4 lt+32 nt+38 ) ⊕ (lt+30 ) ⊕ (nt+1 ⊕ nt+6 ⊕ nt+15

A. Description of Sprout

⊕ nt+17 ⊕ nt+23 ⊕ nt+28 ⊕ nt+34 ).

Sprout is basically an adaptation of Grain 128a [1]. Table
I gives an overview of the stream cipher. One may note that
the designers of Sprout reduce the size of the key (80 bits),
IV (70 bits) and state (80 bits) from Grain 128a; while they
increase the number of initialization rounds (320).
Cipher
Sprout
Grain 128a

Key size
80
128

IV size
70
96

State size
80 (40 LFSR + 40 NFSR)
256 (128 LFSR + 128 NFSR)

(2)

The LFSR Lt , is initially loaded with the last 30 IV bits appended with a specific 10 bit pattern: (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0).
In each round, it is shifted one bit, and the bit lt+39 is updated
from both its contents as well as the key-stream bit during
KSA: lt+39 = lt ⊕ lt+6 ⊕ lt+15 ⊕ lt+20 ⊕ lt+25 ⊕ lt+35 ⊕ zt .
Here the key-stream bit is generated prior to the state
update. Like the members of the Grain family, the keystream produced during the KSA is not outputted, rather it
is internally fed to the state (through nt+39 ). When the KSA
routine is over, the PRGA routine is carried out and now the
key-stream produced is not fed back. Thus, in PRGA:
• the NFSR update function is changed to: nt+39 =
g(Nt ) ⊕ kt∗ ⊕ lt ⊕ c4t , i.e., zt is not fed back,
• the LFSR update function is changed to: lt+39 = lt ⊕
lt+6 ⊕ lt+15 ⊕ lt+20 ⊕ lt+25 ⊕ lt+35 ,
• the key-stream zt is produced;
and everything remains the same as in KSA. It is to be
mentioned that the round t is not reset to zero at the beginning
of PRGA.

Initialization rounds
320
256

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF S PROUT AND G RAIN 128 A .

Like the members of the Grain family [1], [2], [15], [16],
the state of Sprout is composed of one LFSR and one NFSR,
which we denote by Lt and Nt respectively for a given round
t. As mentioned in Table I, both of them are of 40 bits. For a
given round t, we denote LFSR bits as lt , lt+1 , . . . , lt+39 and
NFSR bits as nt , nt+1 , . . . , nt+39 respectively. We also denote
the secret key by k and its bits by k0 , k1 , . . . , k79 , respectively.
Sprout keeps the secret key intact in a separate register other
than the 80-bit state. In each round after the initial 80 rounds,
one particular key bit will be involved in the state through
the bit nt+39 (depending on the output of a 6 variable linear
function of the state) or will not be involved at all. Initially, to
make sure all the key bits are involved in the state, in the first
80 rounds of the KSA routine, each key bit is directly involved
in the system (through nt+39 ). This process is determined by
the function ‘round key’, which is defined as [3, Equation 5]:


kt , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 79
kt∗ = k(t mod 80) ∧ (lt+4 ⊕ lt+21 ⊕ lt+37 ⊕ nt+9
(1)


⊕nt+20 ⊕ nt+29 ), otherwise.

B. Brief Background of Fault Attack
Fault attacks consider that a fault can be injected to toggle
one or more locations of the cipher state and then it is possible
to note the differences in the key-stream bits to recover
certain information about the state. This model of attack could
be successfully employed against a number of cryptographic
primitives [8]. Initial works in this direction appear in [9], [11]
and later such attacks on stream ciphers have been explored
in [17]. Here, a typical attack scenario generally consists
of an adversary who can inject a random fault (using laser
shots/clock glitches [24], [25]) on a cryptographic device and
as a result of that one or more bits of its internal state
may get altered. Once a fault is injected, the faulty output
from this altered device is utilized to deduce information

Thus, after the first 80 rounds of initialization, one particular key bit is involved in the state if the linear term
(lt+4 ⊕ lt+21 ⊕ lt+37 ⊕ nt+9 ⊕ nt+20 ⊕ nt+29 ) results in 1.
Ideally, this term should be perfectly random over {0, 1}, and
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about its internal state. In this model, the attacker needs a
few privileges like the ability to re-key the device, control
the timing of the fault etc. One may note that this is in
fact a differential attack [10]. In Differential Fault Attack,
the attacker is allowed to inject faults in the internal state
during the PRGA (rather than putting differences during KLA
as done in differential attacks against stream ciphers). Then
by analyzing the difference between the faulty and the faultfree key-streams, the attacker should be able to obtain some
information about the internal state.
One may be aware that all the ciphers in the eStream [12]
hardware portfolio, namely Grain v1, Mickey 2.0 and Trivium,
have been cryptanalyzed against DFA [4], [5], [6], [18], [19],
[20], [23]. In all these cases, it was enough to recover the
cipher state by DFA as the KSA and PRGA of such ciphers are
reversible, providing the secret key once the state is known.
However, this is not the case for Sprout [3]. In Sprout, the
recovery of state does not immediately imply that the secret
key bits will be revealed too. In fact, the designers comment
that this may not be possible efficiently. However, in Section
II we refute that claim and show that one can obtain the secret
key bits efficiently once the state is known.
Another difference in the fault attack scenario here is we
have the unknown secret key bits constantly involved in the
state update. This is unlike that of Grain v1, Mickey 2.0 and
Trivium. Thus obtaining clean signatures of the fault locations,
to identify the location of a fault injected in a random position,
is quite a challenging task here. We use the probability of
matching between each corresponding pair of fault-free and
faulty key-stream bits to explain the signature. Further we
consider correlations between the differential stream and the
signatures to obtain the good matches and thereby identifying
the fault location (Section III). After finding the location of
the faults, we can use corresponding differential key streams
to obtain a system of nonlinear equations and those can be
solved using an efficient SAT Solver tool (Section III-A).
1) Organization of the Paper.: In the rest of the paper, we
discuss about the applicability of the three type of attacks
we have mentioned. Section II deals with the Guess and
Determine approach, where we assume that (somehow) we
know the state (LFSR + NFSR) of the cipher at some round
during the PRGA, and use the information to recover the secret
key efficiently. In this direction, in Sections II-A, II-B, we
present how Algebraic Attacks can be mounted on the cipher
successfully given the full/partial knowledge of the state. The
results we obtain with the existing tools are quite surprising
and it raises serious concerns regarding the security of the
cipher. Later, in Section III we discuss differential fault attack
against Sprout. We first discuss about fault signatures and then,
in Section III-A we deal with the problem of state recovery by
observing the actual key-streams and the faulty key-streams.
Thus, the fault attack finds out the state information from the
key-streams; and the previous two attacks find out the secret
key from the known state information. Finally, Section IV
concludes the paper.
2) Existing works: Sprout has received serious attention in
the community in a very short time. Let us briefly outline the
existing works in this direction.

•

•

•
•

•

In [14], the author provided a related key chosen IV
distinguishing attack. It is shown that given two keyIV pairs, where the least significant bits of the key as
well as IV pairs are complemented, one can observe quite
significant bias among the pair of key stream bits.
In [21], it has been shown that the secret key of Sprout
can be recovered with an effort of 270 , i.e., it is 210 times
faster than the exhaustive key search where the key is of
80 bits.
The initial draft of our work in this paper has been
presented in [22] at the same time.
In [13], a TMD trade-off attack has been presented on
Sprout. It has been claimed in [3] that Sprout is resistant
to such attacks, though this claim has been refuted in [13].
Note that the works [14], [21], [22], [13] are completely
independent and the results are also different.
In [7], the author followed up our work [22] and provided
slight improvement in the scenario where the secret key
is obtained from partial state information (presented in
Section II-B). The paper [7] also considers crtain nonrandomness of the key stream including small periods.

II. R ECOVERING THE S ECRET K EY B ITS FROM THE S TATE
Let us begin with what has been explained in [3, Section
5] regarding the security against the Guess and Determine
Attacks.
“The newly inserted key bit is not used for the output
until it propagates to the position nt+38 . There it will
become part of the monomial nt+4 nt+38 lt+32 of the
output function. Even if the attacker knows the other
values of the output function, she can only recover
this key bit when nt+4 and lt+32 are both equal to
1. Hence in average only one bit out of four can
be recovered in this straightforward way. Observe in
addition that before this particular key bit is involved
in the output function for the first time, it has been
used as linear terms in the NFSR update function
when it was at the position n39 . Thus, the key bit
influences the state of the NFSR before it could
be recovered (which is the case with probability
1/4 only). Guessing the key bits that cannot be
recovered would hence induce an additional effort
of O(23κ/4 ) = O(260 ).”
While the above observation is correct, the corollary in the last
sentence is indeed an upper bound and that can be reduced
drastically by generating a set of equations and solving the
system.

A. Obtaining the Secret Key Bits from the Complete State
Information and the Key-stream
This approach is based on algebraic techniques. We treat the
secret key bits and unknown state bits as Boolean variables,
and then generate several equations. Then, we solve them
using a SAT solver tool.
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1) Forming the Equations.: Our idea is to introduce new
variables to the system of equations such that the degree is
bounded, but the number of variables as well as equations
grow. Let zt , . . . , zt+`−1 be the key-stream bits from round t
to t+`−1. Suppose at round t, we know both the LFSR Lt =
[lt , lt+1 , . . . , lt+39 ] and NFSR Nt = [nt , nt+1 , . . . , nt+39 ].
Our target is to find the secret key from the knowledge of zt ,
. . . , zt+`−1 ; lt , lt+1 , . . . , lt+39 and nt , nt+1 , . . . , nt+39 . Since
Lt and Nt have no unknown bit (all bits are known to be
either 0 or 1), key-streams will be some function of the secret
key bits only.
However, it may be noted that; it is practically difficult,
if not infeasible, to compute the Algebraic Normal Form
(ANF) of key-streams after certain rounds as the number of
monomials grows exponentially. To overcome this problem,
at each PRGA round t > 0, we introduce two new variables:
Lt and Nt ; equate them with the update functions of Lt and
Nt , respectively, and then update the registers. This means,
at each round, we are increasing the number of variables as
well as the equations by 3 (another equation comes due to the
key-stream).
We initially start with 80 variables: k0 , k1 , . . . , k79 . Then
corresponding to each key-stream bit zt+i , we introduce two
new variables Lt+i , Nt+i and obtain three more equations,
for all i = 0, . . . , ` − 1. Thus, in total we have 3` equations
over 80 + 2` variables. Note that, this approach allows us to
formulate the expression for zt+i via a series of equations, for
all i = 0, . . . , `−1. If at each round t > 0, the variables Lt , Nt
were replaced by their equivalent algebraic expressions in
k0 , k1 , . . . , k79 , the expressions will be too large to handle after
certain rounds. This is one clear advantage of our approach.
2) Required Number of Key-stream Bits.: One may be
interested to know how many key-stream bits, at the least,
are required to recover all the secret key bits k0 , k1 , . . . , k79 .
An estimation of this query can be given as follows. Consider
80 consecutive key-stream bits as a block. Note that, one
particular key-stream bit, say zt+2 , will contain the key bit
kt mod 80 with probability 12 , as we consider µt to be uniformly
random over {0, 1} (which is a well accepted assumption for
a good cipher). This indicates that, in a block of key-stream
bits, around 40 key bits will be involved if we further assume
the independence of µt ’s.
Now consider 80 key-stream bits as a block. In such a block,
one particular key bit will not be involved with probability 12 .
Next, we generalize this observation for x such consecutive
blocks. That is, in 80x consecutive key-stream bits, one
particular key bit will not be involved with probability 21x
(assuming the independence of the key-stream bits). Therefore,
the expected number of key bits that will not be involved in
the 80x consecutive key-stream bits is 280x . To ensure each
key bit is involved in the 80x consecutive key-stream bits at
least once, we require that 280x < 1. This gives x ≥ 7. In other
words, we need at least 7×80 = 560 key-stream bits to expect
that each key bit is involved in (at least one) key-stream bit.
Practically we observe through our experiments, for unique
and quick solvability this required number of key-stream bits
is nearly 900. This means, we manage to find out the secret
key (80 bits) on the basis of nearly 900 following key-stream

bits together with the LFSR and NFSR state information at a
specific round.
We formulate the whole problem in a SAT solver,
Cryptominisat-2.9.5, under SAGE 5.13 [26] on a laptop running with Linux Mint 17.1. The hardware configuration is:
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200U CPU @ 1.60GHz D CPU 1.83
GHz and 4 GB RAM. It is worth mentioning that, the system
of equations can be solved within 1 second in our implementation. In Table II, we present our experimental results which we
obtain after averaging 100 random experiments. While column
1 of Table II gives the number of key-stream bits we utilise per
experiment, column 2 gives the average number of solutions as
returned by the SAT solver, column 3 gives the average number
of solved key-bits, and the last column gives the average time
consumed by our computer. It is to be noted that, column
3 is basically the result of logarithm (base 2) of column 2,
subtracted from 80.
# Key-stream bits
350
450
550
650
750
850
900

# Solutions
23.2
3.1
1.9
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0

Avg. # solved key bits
75.46
78.37
79.07
79.74
79.86
79.86
80

Time (second)
0.24
0.24
0.28
0.32
0.37
0.41
0.45

TABLE II
R ESULTS OBSERVED WHEN COMPLETE STATE INFORMATION IS KNOWN .

B. Obtaining the Complete Secret Key Bits from Partial State
Information and Key-stream
Since there are some really impressive results towards finding out the secret key bits given the complete state information
(Section II-A), one natural question is therefore whether it is
possible to find the secret key from the partial (< 80 bits)
information of the state.
# Key-stream
bits
300
350
400
300
350
400

LFSR
bits known
First 30
First 30
First 30
Every 1/3rd
Every 1/3rd
Every 1/3rd

NFSR
bits known
First 30
First 30
First 30
All
All
All

# Solutions
292.8
237.8
5.4
602.6
34.4
6.6

Avg. #
solved key bits
71.81
72.11
77.57
70.77
74.90
77.28

Time
(seconds)
21.76
55.33
51.39
50.54
49.33
76.64

TABLE III
R ESULTS OBSERVED WHEN PARTIAL STATE INFORMATION IS KNOWN .

Thus, for the experiments, we now assume state is known
except for a few bits. We present our experimental results in
Table III. After sufficient amount of simulations, we observe
that if NFSR is known fully and 1/3rd bits LFSR are known
(i.e., lt , lt+3 , lt+6 . . . , lt+39 are known), then one can find
the remaining unknown state bits and key very efficiently.
In particular, from the knowledge of the complete NFSR (40
bits) and a partial information on the LFSR bits (around one
third, i.e., 14 bits), we can obtain all the secret key bits by
studying around 850 key-stream bits in a minute. Thus our
strategy requires 54 bits of the state to be known. This has
been improved slightly in [7], where it is shown that it is
possible with the knowledge of 50 bits of the state.
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III. D IFFERENTIAL FAULT ATTACK : FAULT S IGNATURES ,
I DENTIFYING FAULT L OCATIONS AND O BTAINING THE
S TATE
Consider that we put a difference by injecting a fault at the
f -th bit of the state. The state is of 80 bits, consisting of a
40-bit NFSR denoted by [nt , . . . , nt+39 ] and a 40-bit LFSR
state [lt , . . . , lt+39 ]. Introducing a fault at f -th bit means, if
f < 40, then the fault is injected at the LFSR location f ,
and for f ≥ 40, we consider that the fault is injected at the
(f − 40)-th bit of the NFSR.
(f )
Given a fault f , we consider zi and zi , the key-streams
for the fault-free and the faulty cases, for i = 0 to λ − 1. We
(f )
(f )
(f )
(f )
denote ζi = zi ⊕ zi , and qi = 21 − Pr(ζi = 1).
(f ) (f )
(f )
Definition 1: The vector Q(f ) = (q0 , q1 , . . . , qλ−1 ) is
called the signature of the fault at location f . The sharpness
Pλ−1 (f )
of the signature Q(f ) is defined as σ(Q(f ) ) = λ1 i=0 |qi |.

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0.0

qi

(f )

→

0.1

−0.1
−0.2
−0.3
−0.4
−0.5

0

10

20

30
i→

40

Definition

f

10
20
30
40
→

50
60
70
10

20

40

30

50

qi(f ) →

0

60

Fig. 2. Plot of Q(30) (blue) and Q(31) (red). This is a snapshot of Figure 1
for f = 30, 31.

3:

We

call

a

(f ) (f )
(f )
(q0 , q1 , . . . , qλ−1 ) and a trail
(g)
νλ−1 ) do not match, if there exists
(g)
(f )
such that (qi = 12 and νi =
(g)
νi = 12 ).
0.5
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Fig. 1. Plot of Q(f ) for all f in [0, 79].

For our experiments, we consider λ = 64. Further, we make
215 runs with random key-IV pairs to prepare the signatures
Q(0) , Q(1) , . . . , Q(79) . In the actual attack model, this is done
in the off-line phase by the attacker by knowing the description
of the cipher. The signatures are presented in Figure 1. These
signatures are stored in a file for comparison during the on-line
phase. As we have defined the sharpness, we may note that
the faults at certain location may be useful than some other
location. For example, one may note the cases for f = 30 and
f = 31 as in Figure 2. It is very clear that identifying the
location if the fault is indeed injected at 30 (blue) has much
better chance than that of 31 (red). Now consider that a fault is
injected at a random (but unknown) location g, (0 ≤ g < 80).
Corresponding to that, we will obtain the key-streams zi and
(g)
zi , the key-streams for the the fault-free and the faulty cases.
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
We consider ηi = zi ⊕ zi . Let us consider νi = 12 − ηi
(g)
(g)
(g)
and Γ(g) = (ν0 , ν1 , . . . , νλ−1 ).
(g)
(g)
(g)
Definition 2: The vector Γ(g) = (ν0 , ν1 , . . . , νλ−1 ) is
called the trail of the fault at the unknown location g.
Note that, this happens while we actually inject a fault and
manage to obtain the data itself. Thus, here we have no
question of probability attachment. Now Γ(g) is compared with
each of the Q(f ) ’s, for f = 0, . . . , 79.

5

signature Q(f )
=
(g)
(g)
Γ
= (ν0 , ν1 , . . . ,
at least one i, (0 ≤ i < λ)
(f )
− 12 ) or (qi = − 12 and
(g)

However, it is quite natural that this may not always happen,
and thus we need to extend this definition. For this purpose,
we incorporate the correlation coefficient between two sets of
data.
Definition 4: We use correlation coefficient µ(Q(f ) , Γ(g) )
(f ) (f )
(f )
between the signature Q(f ) = (q0 , q1 , . . . , qλ−1 ) and a trail
(g)
(g)
(g)
Γ(g) = (ν0 , ν1 , . . . , νλ−1 ) for evaluating how good they
match. Naturally, −1 ≤ µ(Q(f ) , Γ(g) ) ≤ 1. In case they do not
match as per the Definition 3, then we assign µ(Q(f ) , Γ(g) ) =
−1.
Then we make the following experiment to consider how one
can locate the faults. For each fault g (consider now that g is
(g)
(g)
(g)
known), we calculate the trail Γ(g) = (ν0 , ν1 , . . . , νλ−1 ).
(f )
(g)
We now calculate µ(Q , Γ ) for each of the faults f, (0 ≤
f < 80). We note
(f )
1) max79
, Γ(g) ),
f =0 µ(Q
(g)
(g)
2) µ(Q , Γ ), and
3) α(Q(g) ), the number of f ’s for which µ(Q(f ) , Γ(g) ) >
µ(Q(g) , Γ(g) ).
refering to Figure 3, when µ(Q(g) , Γ(g) ) (drawn in blue)
(f )
is close to max79
, Γ(g) ) (drawn in red), α(Q(g) )
f =0 µ(Q
is small and it is easier to locate these faults. However, if
(f )
µ(Q(g) , Γ(g) ) is much smaller than max79
, Γ(g) )
f =0 µ(Q
(g)
(red), i.e., α(Q ) is large, that means identifying this fault
location will be harder.
Given α(Q(g) ), for each g, we can actually estimate how
many attempts we should require to obtain the actual fault
location. Further, we should consider a few parameters to
explain our attack. From the experimental data, one may note
that obtaining the random fault locations from signatures is
more challenging in Sprout than those of the Grain family.
This could be due to the non-linearity and secret key bit
involvement in case of Sprout. As we will describe in Section
III-A, obtaining the exact state is possible from the differential
key-stream corresponding to 20 correct fault locations (details

6

Naturally, when we obtain wrong states and wrong secret key
bits for wrong choices of fault locations, then the differential
key-stream generated from that solution will not match with
the exact output. In this manner, we can identify the correct
fault locations and thereby obtain the correct state and secret
key bits.

correlation coefficient →

0.4
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0.2

0.1

A. Obtaining the State from the Differential Key-streams
0.0
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20

30

40
g→
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60

70

As pointed out earlier (in Section II-A), the ANF of
the key-stream expression will be huge within a very few
rounds. Table IV quickly encompasses the rapid increase of
the ANF expression of the key-stream produced by Sprout.
Here, at the beginning of PRGA, we start with a total
of 80 + 40 + 40 = 160 variables: k0 , k1 , . . . , k79 and
lt + 0, lt+1 , . . . , lt+39 , nt , nt+1 , . . . , nt+39 . With our current
computational capability, it is difficult to go beyond round 9.

80

(f ) , Γ(g) ) (red) and µ(Q(g) , Γ(g) ) (blue).
Fig. 3. Plot of max79
f =0 µ(Q

are in Table V). Thus, we need to pinpoint 20 fault locations
from a larger number of random faults.
The exact algorithm for mounting the fault attack is as
follows, where we consider that all the faults are injected in
the same round.
• Inject a fault at some random fault location.
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g)
• Obtain the differential trail Γ
= (ν0 , ν1 , . . . , νλ−1 ).
Note that we need to estimate g.
(f )
• For each f in [0, 79], calculate µ(Q
, Γ(g) ).
• Prepare a list of possible fault locations in Loci for
this i-th experiment when µ(Q(f ) , Γ(g) ) ≥ τ , for some
threshold τ .
We need to re-key the cipher again and again to prepare a
list of possible fault locations Loci , for i = 1 to 20 towards
solving the systems of equations as described later. Naturally,
we will try to obtain faults in the locations where it is easier to
identify them. That means, we would like to locate the faults
when it is injected at some location g such that α(Q(g) ) is
small.
After
several
experimentation,
we
consider
the set of following 26 fault locations, S
=
{10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 28, 29, 30, 41, 42, 46, 55, 56, 57, 58,
60, 63, 64, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 78}, (once again note that the
values < 40 belong toQ
the LFSR and the values ≥ 40 belong
to NFSR) for which g∈S (1 + α(Q(g) )) ≈ 239.82 < 240 .
This means that in such a case we need to try out little less
than 240 options to find the correct fault locations out of 26
places. As described in Section III-A, it is enough to have
the correct knowledge of 20 fault locations.
Now the question is how one can manage the faults in
those locations. Naturally, a random fault can be injected to
1
a specific fault location with probability 80
. Thus, a location
1 r
f will not be touched in r attempts is (1 − 80
) . Thus, the
expected number of locations in S that will not be touched
1 r
by a fault in r attempts is 26 · (1 − 80
) and we like this
quantity to be less than 6 so that we can have around 20
correct locations. One may note that
Q this can be achieved with
r = 120. Further maxT ⊂S,|T |=20 g∈T (1 + α(Q(g) )) < 235.2 .
This means that we will be able to obtain 20 correct fault
locations with good expectation given an effort of less than
235.2 . Once we obtain the correct complete state, we can use
that for obtaining the secret key bits as in the previous section.

Round
Degree
# Monomials

1
3
13

2
3
13

3
6
34

4
6
55

5
8
95

6
10
512

7
12
9026

8
14
46385

9
16
2674135

TABLE IV
G ROWTH OF KEY- STREAM EXPRESSION OF S PROUT.

With that set-up, we next generate the key-stream bits zt ;
then we introduce two new variables Lt , Nt and obtain three
more equations (it is already explained in Section II-A). Thus,
finally we have 3` equations over 160+2` variables generated
from fault-free key-streams.
We use a similar technique to extract equations from faulty
key-streams. Let us assume that a fault is injected in the
LFSR location φ at PRGA round t. The same method will
work if the fault is injected in the NFSR. Since we re-key the
cipher with the same (key, IV) pair before injecting a fault;
after fault injection we get the state lt , lt+1 , . . . , lt+φ−1 , 1 ⊕
lt+φ , lt+φ+1 . . . , lt+39 and nt , nt+1 , . . . , nt+39 at the t-th
round of PRGA. Then corresponding to each faulty key-stream
(φ)
(φ)
bit ztφ , we introduce two new variables Lt , Nt and obtain
three more equations. Thus we have additional 2` variables
and 3` equations for each faulty key-streams.
Thus when we introduce ν faults, the total number of
variables is 160 + 2(ν + 1)` and the total number of equations
is 3(ν + 1)`.
1) Experimental Results.: After the identification of fault
location and injection time, a system of equations are formulated, and the equations are then fed into a SAT solver. In our
experiments, we want to minimize the number of faults so that
it helps in reducing the number of re-keying of the cipher.
# Faults
22
21
20

Solution time (seconds)
Minimum
Maximum
Average
5.89
42.83
10.23
14.18
109.55
25.82
7.15
982.14
231.51

TABLE V
R ESULTS OBSERVED WHILE OBTAINING STATE FROM FAULT ATTACK .

We have considered the case when the faults are introduced
in both LFSR and NFSR randomly (here we consider that
expected half of the faults are injected in LFSR and the other
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half in NFSR). The results are as in Table V. The amount of
key-stream is taken as 23. We have presented the time required
for the SAT solver part. For each row, we consider a set of
ten (10) experiments. From Table V, it is clear that we can
easily find the state of Sprout by injecting faults at 20 locations
when the correct locations are known. This can be achieved by
injecting around 120 faults at random locations as explained
previously.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed several crypatanalytic
results on the newly proposed stream cipher, Sprout [3], which
uses a different paradigm of stream cipher design, where
the secret key bits are used during the PRGA. First, we
demonstrate that given the state of the cipher, the secret key
bits can be recovered efficiently. This refutes the claim of the
designers related to the guess and determine attack. Further,
from the knowledge of the complete NFSR (40 bits) and a
partial information on the LFSR bits (around one third, i.e., 14
bits), we can obtain all the secret key bits by studying around
850 key-stream bits. These ideas are employed to mount a
fault attack against Sprout that requires around 120 faults,
whereas the designers claim that such a fault attack may not
be possible. Since Sprout uses the basic structure of the Grain
family, there may also be a chance to extend such type of
analysis on these ciphers, where secret key bits are used during
the PRGA. Further, we expect to have some more designs on
this very paradigm to appear in near future, where our results
may be utilized for better understanding of such proposals.
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Fourier Entropy-Influence Conjecture
for Cryptographic Boolean Functions
Gangopadhyay, Sugata and Stănică, Pantelimon
Fourier spectrum of f and [|fb(u)| : u ∈ Fn2 ]
is referred as the absolute Fourier spectrum of f . The Walsh–Hadamard transform of f ∈ Bn at u ∈ Fn2 is Wf (u) =
2n fb(u). The multiset of Walsh–Hadamard
coefficients [Wf (u) : u ∈ Fn2 ] is said to
be the Walsh–Hadamard spectrum of f .
Whenever convenient, we will consider the
spectrum Spec(f ) as the set of distinct
Walsh–Hadamard coefficients. The mentioned transforms are invertible, that is, for
all x ∈ Fn2 ,
∑
(−1)f (x) = 2−n
Wf (u)(−1)u·x =

Abstract—Using methods from the area of
cryptographic Boolean functions we provide
a sharper estimate of the constant term
involved in the Fourier Entropy-Influence inequality involving quadratic Boolean functions. We also consider the conjecture for
plateaued Boolean functions.
Index Terms—Boolean functions, Fourier
Entropy-Influence conjecture, Fourier spectrum.

1. I
Let F2 , Z, Z+ be the two-element field,
the set of integers and the set of positive
integers, respectively. For any n ∈ Z+ , we
use the notation [n] := {1, . . . , n}. Let Fn2 =
{x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) : xi ∈ F2 , for all i ∈ [n]}
be the vector space of dimension n over F2 .
The additive identity 0 ∈ Fn2 is the vector
with each component equal to 0 ∈ F2 .
Any function from Fn2 to F2 is said to be a
Boolean function in n variables, whose set
is denoted by Bn . The additions over F2
and Fn2 are both denoted by “⊕”, whereas
the addition over Z is denoted by “+”. The
(Hamming) weight of x ∈ Fn2 is wt(x) =
∑
i∈[n] xi . The algebraic normal form (ANF),
or F2 -representation of a Boolean function
f ∈ Bn is
⊕
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
µa xa1 1 . . . xann ,

∑

u∈Fn
2

fb(u)(−1)u·x . Since for any f ∈ Bn

u∈Fn
2

∑
fb(u)2 ∈ [0, 1] and
fb(u)2 = 1 (Paru∈Fn
2
seval’s identity), the function u 7→ fb(u)2 ,
for all u ∈ Fn2 can be thought of as a
probability mass function. A high value of
fb(u)2 means that u · x or its complement
is a good approximation of f . The entropy
of the probability distribution corresponding
to a Boolean function f , referred to as the
entropy of f , is
∑
1
H(f ) =
fb(u)2 log2
.
b
f (u)2
u∈Fn
2

It is known that the maximum possible entropy that a function in Bn can have is n (cf.
[16, Theorem 2.6]). This happens when all
the Fourier coefficients of the function have
the same absolute value equal to 2−n/2 ,
i.e., the function has a flat absolute Fourier
spectrum. Such functions, called bent functions, were first constructed by Rothaus [15]
for even n, whereas the the problem is open
for n odd. We refer to [4] for details on bent
and Boolean functions in general.
Let ei ∈ Fn2 be the vector whose ith component is 1 and all the other components
are 0. The influence of the ith variable xi
of f ∈ Bn is defined as

a=(a1 ,...,an )∈Fn
2

where µa ∈ F2 , for all a ∈ Fn2 . The algebraic
degree of
f is deg(f ) = max
{wt(a) : µa ̸= 0}. The
n
a∈F2

Fourier transform or the Fourier coefficient
of f ∈ Bn at u ∈ Fn2 is
∑
fb(u) = 2−n
(−1)f (x) (−1)u·x ,
x∈Fn
2

⊕
where u · x =
i∈[n] ui xi is the inner
product of u = (u1 , . . . , un ) and x =
(x1 , . . . , xn ). The multiset of Fourier coefficients [fb(u) : u ∈ Fn2 ] is said to be the

Infi (f ) = Prob[f (x) ̸= f (x ⊕ ei )]
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where x ∈ Fn2 is chosen equiprobably, and
the total influence is then
∑
Inf(f ) =
Infi (f ).

state below Mansour’s conjecture (without
being precise on the dependence upon ϵ).
Conjecture 2 (Mansour ’94). Let f be
a Boolean function computed by a t-term
DNF formula. For any constant ϵ > 0, there
n
exists a collection of vectors
∑ V ⊆b F22 of
cardinality poly(t) such that a∈V f (a) ≥
1 − ϵ.

i∈[n]

The influence of the ith variable and the
total influence on f is related to the Fourier
coefficients of f (cf. [14]) as
∑
Infi (f ) =
(u · ei )fb(u)2 ,

The FEI conjecture (and variations) generated a lot of research in the past twenty
years (see [7], [8], [9], [12], [13], [14], [21]
and the references therein). We mention
here that O’Donnell et al. [14] have verified
the conjecture for symmetric functions and
functions computable by read–once decision trees. The results from [9] make significant progress showing that the conjecture
is true for randomly chosen DNF formulas
and read-k DNF formulas for constant k,
among other classes.
In this paper, we provide a sharper estimate of the constant term involved in the
FEI inequality involving monomial Boolean
functions. We also consider the conjecture
for plateaued Boolean functions.
Suppose g, h : Z+ → R+ , the set of
positive real numbers. We write h = Ω(g)
(equivalently, g = O(h)) if there exist n0 , c ∈
Z+ such that cg(n) ≤ h(n), for all n ≥ n0 . If
both h = Ω(g) and h = O(g) hold, then we
say that h = Θ(g).

u∈Fn
2

and
Inf(f ) =

∑
i∈[n]

Infi (f ) =

∑

wt(u)fb(u)2 .

u∈Fn
2

The derivative of f ∈ Bn at a ∈ Fn2 is
Da f (x) = f (x ⊕ a) ⊕ f (x), for all x ∈ Fn2 .
An expression of the total influence of f
involving the derivatives of f with respect
to the weight 1 vectors in Fn2 is
n
1 ∑ ∑
Inf(f ) = − n+1
(−1)Dei f (x) . (1)
2 2
n
i∈[n] x∈F2

A very important conjecture involving the
total influence and the entropy of a Boolean
function is as follows.
Fourier Entropy–Influence (FEI) conjecture (Friedgut–Kalai [5]). There exists a universal constant C such that for any Boolean
function f we have
H(f ) ≤ C · Inf(f ).

2. T

The FEI conjecture is known to imply the
well–known Kahn-Kalai-Linial theorem (in
fact, it implies even a strengthening of it due
to Talagrand [17]).

FEI
B

In this section we provide our sharp
estimate for the constant involved in FEI
when the algebraic normal form (ANF) of
f ∈ Bn is a monomial (i.e., contains only
one term). Without loss of generality, we
assume f (x) = x1 . . . xk where k < n. Let V
be the span of the elementary basis vectors
ek+1 , . . . , en , that is, V = ⟨ek+1 , . . . , en ⟩ and
uk = e1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ek . The indicator function of
any S ⊆ Fn2 is 1S (x), which is 0, if x ∈
/ S,
and 1, if x ∈ S. Then f becomes

Theorem 1 (KKL ’88). For every Boolean
function f there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
(
)
log n
Infi (f ) = Var[f ] · Ω
n
∑
2
where Var[f ] = 0̸=a∈Fn fb(a) is the vari2
ance of f .

f (x) = x1 . . . xk = 1uk ⊕V (x).

The FEI conjecture also implies a version
of Mansour’s conjecture (see [10], [14]),
which states that given a Boolean function
f whose disjunctive normal form (DNF) has
t terms, then most of the nonzero Fourier
coefficients are also concentrated on polynomial poly(t) number of coefficients. We

Theorem 3. The FEI conjecture is true for
monomial Boolean functions with C = 4,
which is the best possible.
Proof: It will be sufficient to show
the conjecture for f (x) = 1uk ⊕V (x). The
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= (2n − 2n−k+1 ) − 2n−k+1 = 2n − 2n−k+2 .

Walsh–Hadamard transform of f is
∑
Wf (u) =
(−1)f (x)⊕u·x

If i ∈ [n] \ [k], then f (x) ⊕ f (x ⊕ ei ) =
x1 . . . xk ⊕ x1 . . . xk = 0, that is,
∑
(−1)f (x)⊕f (x⊕ei ) = 2n .

x∈uk ⊕V

+

∑

(−1)f (x)⊕u·x

x∈u
/ k +V

= (−2)

∑

u·x

(−1)

x∈uk ⊕V

+

∑

x∈Fn
2

(−1)

u·x

x∈Fn
2

∑
∑
= 2(−1)1⊕u·uk
(−1)u·x +
(−1)u·x
x∈V

x∈Fn

2
∑
1⊕u·uk
u·x
n
= 2(−1)
(−1) + 2 δ0 (u)

x∈V

= 2n−k+1 (−1)1⊕u·uk 1V⊥ (u) + 2n δ0 (u)
 n
n−k+1
if u = 0,
2 − 2
1⊕u·u
k n−k+1
= (−1)
2
if 0 ̸= u ∈ V⊥ ,

0 otherwise.
Therefore

1−k
if u = 0,
1 − 2
1⊕u·u
k 1−k
fb(u) = (−1)
2
if u ̸= 0, u ∈ V⊥ ,

0 otherwise,

)

k
1
−
(k2n − k2n−k+2 ) = k21−k .
2 2n+1

Using the transformation k = 1 + log2 (s +
H(f )
1) in the expression Inf(f
) , we see that
(
)
2 (s + 1)2 ln(s + 1) − s2 ln s
H(f )
=
,
Inf(f )
(s + 1) ln(2(s + 1))
(3)
(A more delicate analysis would show that
this expression is in fact increasing, but we
will not need that.) We next show that
(
)
2 (s + 1)2 ln(s + 1) − s2 ln s
≤4
(s + 1) ln(2(s + 1))
⇐⇒(s + 1)2 ln(s + 1) − s2 ln s
≤ 2(s + 1) ln(2(s + 1))
(
)s
1
⇐⇒s ln 1 +
+ (2s + 1) ln(s + 1)
s
≤ 2(s + 1) ln(2(s + 1))
)s
(
1
− ln(s + 1)
⇐⇒s ln 1 +
s
≤ 2(s + 1) ln 2
( (
)s
)
1
⇐⇒s ln 1 +
− 2 ln 2
s
≤ ln(s + 1) + 2 ln 2,

1−k 2

H(f ) = (2k − 1)22(1−k) 2(k − 1)
1
(1 − 21−k )2
= (2k − 1)23−2k (k − 1)
2k−1
+ 2(1 − 21−k )2 log2 k−1
2
−1
k
3−2k
= (2 − 1)2
(k − 1)
+ (1 − 21−k )2 log2

+ 2(1 − 21−k )2 (k − 1)
− 2(1 − 21−k )2 log2 (2k−1 − 1).
ℓ
= ∑
1 we have Infi (f )
1
−
(−1)f (x)⊕f (x⊕ei ) .
x∈Fn
2n+1
2
i ∈ [k], then f (x) ⊕ f (x ⊕ ei )
x1 . . . xk ⊕ x1 . . . xk ⊕ x1 . . . xi−1 xi+1 . . . xk
x1 . . . xi−1 xi+1 . . . xk , that is,
∑
(−1)f (x)⊕f (x⊕ei ) =

i=1

1
1
− n+1 (2n − 2n−k+2 )
2 2

(
)
H(f )
1
= 1−
(2k − 1)22−k
Inf(f )
k
(
)2 ((
)
)
log2 (2k−1 − 1)
1
1
+ 2k 1 − k−1
1−
−
.
2
k
k
(2)

Thus, f (u) is (1 − 2
) at 1 element in
Fn2 and 22(1−k) at 2k −1 elements of Fn2 , that
is, at all the nonzero elements of V⊥ . The
entropy of f is

1
2

=

i=1
k (
∑

Thus we have


1−k 2
) if u = 0,
(1 − 2
2
2(1−k)
b
f (u) = 2
if u ̸= 0, u ∈ V⊥ ,

0 otherwise.

For

The total influence becomes
n
∑
Inf(f ) =
Infi (f )

=

that is,

2

The influence of xi on f is
{1
1
− n+1
(2n − 2n−k+2 ) if i ∈ [k]
Infi (f ) = 2 2
0 if i ∈ [n] \ [k].

=
If
=
=

x∈Fn
2
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(
)s
which is certainly true, since ln 1 + 1s −
2 ln 2 <{(0 using
)s } the fact that the sequence (1 + 1s ) s is increasing with the
s
1
limit lim 1 +
= e (Euler’s constant).
s→∞
s
(Certainly, when k → ∞, then s = 2k−1 −
1 → ∞.)
H(f )
Certainly, since the quotient Inf(f
) depends upon k only, to show that C = 4
is the best possible, it will be sufficient to
investigate what happens when k → ∞.
The limit of the first term in (2) is 4, as
k → ∞. We will show that the limit of the
second term is 0, as k → ∞. (We could
have used L’Hôpital’s rule in (3), together
with some elementary considerations, but
we preferred a more direct approach below.) With k = 1 + log2 (s + 1), the limit
of( the second
term in (2) (disregarding
)2
1
→ 2, as k → ∞) becomes
2 1 − 2k−1

any vector a with wt(a) = 1) is balanced [4,
Chapter 3]. Further, we say that a function
satisfies the SAC of order 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2
(with notation SAC(k)) if and only if by
fixing k variables, the resulting function in
n − k variables is SAC. Also, if f satisfies
SAC(k), then its algebraic degree satisfies
2 ≤ deg(f ) ≤ n − k − 1. If for a function f , by changing k variables the output
changes with probability 1/2, we say that
the function satisfies PC(k). It is known [4]
that if a function satisfies the SAC(k), then
it satisfies SAC(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Equivalently,
a function is PC(k) if and only if all the
directional derivatives Da f (x) (with respect
to any vector a with 1 ≤ wt(a) ≤ k) are
balanced [4, Chapter 3].
It was shown in [1] that the number of
SAC functions Ln satisfies
( n−1 )n
n
n−1
n
n2
2
1
Ln ≥
22 −n2
≍ n/2 22 − 2 +n ,
n−2
2
π

(s + 1) (log2 (s + 1) − log2 s)
s→∞
1 + log2 (s + 1)
(s + 1) log2 (1 + 1/s)
= lim
s→∞
1 + log2 (s + 1)
log2 (1 + 1/s)s+1
= lim
s→∞ 1 + log2 (s + 1)
log2 (1 + 1/s)s + log2 (1 + 1/s)
= 0,
= lim
s→∞
1 + log2 (s + 1)
lim

where the last approximation uses Stirling’s
formula. Thus, the number of SAC funclog2 Ln
=
tions in n variables satisfies lim
n→∞
2n
1, so, the set of SAC functions has logdensity 1.
Lemma 4. We have
( )
1 n
1 ∑ ∑
Inf[ℓ] (f ) =
− n+1
(−1)Du f (x)
2 ℓ
2
n
n
x∈F2

since the numerator of the last fraction
approaches log2 e, and the denominator approaches infinity, as s → ∞. Therefore,
H(f )
limk→∞ Inf(f
) = 4. This proves the FEI
conjecture for monomials with (the best
possible constant) C = 4.
3. T

ℓ ( )
1 ∑
1∑ n
− n+1
Inf (f ) =
2 i=1 i
2
n

∑

[ℓ]

(−1)Du f (x) .

u∈Fn
2

x∈F2

1≤wt(u)≤ℓ

Proof: It is easy to show that (see
also [4, p.9]])

FEI
SAC

u∈F2
wt(u)=ℓ

Prob[f (x) ̸= f (x ⊕ u)] =
1 ∑
(−1)Du f (x) ,
f rac12 − n+1
2
n

PC(ℓ)

In this section we will show the Fourier
Entropy–Influence Conjecture is true for a
class of log-density 1. Throughout, we assume that n ≥ 4.
The Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC) was
introduced by Webster and Tavares [19]
in a study of design criteria for certain
cryptographic functions. A Boolean function f satisfies the SAC if and only if by
changing any input bit the output changes
with probability 1/2. Equivalently, a function is SAC if and only if the derivative
Da f (x) = f (x) ⊕ f (x ⊕ a) (with respect to

x∈F2

which, by summing, implies
( )
1 n
1 ∑ ∑
Inf[ℓ] (f ) =
− n+1
(−1)Du f (x) ,
2 ℓ
2
n
n
x∈F2

u∈F2
wt(u)=ℓ

and the lemma is shown.
Theorem 5. The FEI conjecture is true for
the SAC Boolean functions (a log-density 1
set).
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Proof: Using Lemma 4, we restate the
FEI conjecture as
∑
1
H(f ) =
fb(u)2 log2
b
f (u)2
u∈Fn
2

∑ ∑
n

1
≤C
(−1)Da f (x) 
 2 − 2n+1
,
n
n
a∈F2 x∈F2
wt(a)=1

Parseval’s identity, it is easy to see that λ
must be of the form 2(k−n)/2 , where 0 ≤
k ≤ n is such that n ≡ k (mod 2) (we shall
refer to k as the level of f ).
We consider general plateaued functions
(under some technical condition on their
level: precisely, we show the FEI conjecture
if the level k of the plateaued function is
either small or large).
Theorem 8. For any fixed but arbitrary
constant 0 < ϵ < 1/2, the Fourier Entropy–
Influence conjecture is true for the class of
plateaued Boolean functions
∑⌊ϵn⌋ (of)level k such
that n − k = O(1), or i=0 ni ≤ 2n−k .

(4)
for some universal constant C. Thus, since
the entropy is upper bounded by n, to show
the FEI conjecture for a class of functions
it is sufficient to show that the right hand
side of the expression (4) is lower bounded
by n (for some constant C). Thus, if we
assume that f is SAC,
∑ therefore Da f (x)
is balanced, we get x∈Fn (−1)Da f (x) = 0.
2
Then the right hand side of (4) becomes
C
2 n, and so, the FEI conjecture is shown,
with C = 2, for the set of SAC Boolean
functions.

Proof: If f is affine, then the FEI conjecture is obviously satisfied. If f is bent,
then its Fourier coefficients are all 2−n/2
and so, the FEI conjecture becomes
∑
∑
2−n log2 2n = n ≤ C
wt(u)2−n
u∈Zn
2
−n

= C2

Remark 6. Certainly, if f satisfies PC(ℓ),
the ℓ-level and ℓ-total FEI conjectures are
also true.

that

x∈Fn
2
n

da (f ) ≤ c n2 , c < 1, be-

a∈Fn
2 :wt(a)=1

cause then, by (4) we get




∑ ∑
n

 − 1
(−1)Da f (x) 
2

n+1
2
n
n
a∈F2 x∈F2
wt(a)=1

n
1
1−c
− n+1 c n 2n =
n,
2
2
2
and so, since H(f ) is upper bounded by n,
the FEI conjecture follows.

)
=

C
n,
2
(5)

u∈Fn
2

≥

4. T

n
i
i
i=0

and so, we can take C = 2, for the class of
bent functions.
Next, we assume that f is a plateaued
function that is neither affine, nor bent, of
Spec(f ) = {0, ±2(k−n)/2 }, 1 ≤ k < n.
It is known that the number of nonzero
vectors u for which fb(u) ̸= 0 is exactly
2n−k . The FEI conjecture for the plateaued
functions is written as
∑
1
fb(u)2 log2
(6)
2
b
f
(u)
u∈Fn
2
∑
≤C
wt(u)fb(u)2

Remark 7. We observe that the FEI conjecture is fully proven for any
∑f if one can
show (denoting da (f ) =
(−1)Da f (x) )
∑

u∈Zn
2
n (
∑

⇐⇒

∑

2k−n log2 2n−k

(7)

b
u∈Fn
2 :f (u)̸=0

≤C

∑

b
u∈Fn
2 :f (u)̸=0

FEI

⇐⇒ n − k ≤ C 2k−n
A Boolean function f is called plateaued
(the concept was introduced by Zheng and
Zhang [20] to generalize bent and semibent
functions) if the set of Fourier coefficients
Spec(f ) ⊆ {0, ±λ}, for some λ ̸= 0 (called
the amplitude of f ). If f is neither bent nor
affine the inclusion above is equality. Using

wt(u)2k−n
∑

wt(u) (8)

b
u∈Fn
2 :f (u)̸=0

for some universal constant C.
In the worst case, we assume that all
nonzero Fourier coefficients are clustered
in the smallest weight input vectors. We
take Tn,k the smallest integer such that
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∑ ( n)

( )
when n ≥ ϵ+1
. Therefore, Tn
≤
∑T −2 (n−1) ϵ2
from
some
constant
C
,
and
C1 i=0
1
i
so from the definition of Tn,k , we get

Tn,k

≥ 2
. It may be worth showi
T·,·) is in fact increasing. Using
(ing
) that(n−1
n
<
2
(for i ≤ Tn,k ≤ n/2) and the
i
i
definitions of Tn−1,k and Tn,k , we obtain
n−k

i=0

∑ (n)

Tn,k

2n−k ≤

i=0

i

∑ (n − 1)

2n−k−1 ≤

i
) ( )
n−1
n
=
+
i
T
i=0
)
T
−2 (
∑
n−1
≤ (1 + C1 )
i
i=0

Tn,k

<2

(

i=0

i
)

T
−2 (
∑

,

n−1
Tn−1,k + 1
Tn−1,k (
∑ n − 1) ( n − 1 )
≤2
+
i
Tn−1,k + 1
i=0
(
)
Tn−1,k +1
∑
n
=
,
i
i=0
2n−k < 2n−k +

j=0

(10)
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Generic Construction of Ciphertext-Policy
Attribute-Based Signcryption
Secure in the Adaptive Predicate Model
Ishizaka, Masahito; Ohata, Satsuya; and Matsuura, Kanta

Abstract—Ciphertext-policy
attribute-based
signcryp-tion (CP-ABSC) is a cryptographic
primitive which performs simultaneously both the
functionalities of cipher-text-policy attribute-based
encryption and signature-policy attribute-based
signature. CP-ABSC guarantees both message
confidentiality and authenticity and is considered
to be a useful tool for fine-grained data access
control in attribute-based environments such as a
cloud service. In this paper, we provide a generic
construction of CP-ABSC which achieves ciphertext
indistinguishability under adaptively chosen
ciphertext attacks in the adaptive predicate model
(AP-IND-CCA), strongly existentially unforgeability
of signcryptext under adaptively chosen message
attacks in the adaptive predicate model (AP-sEUFCMA) and perfect privacy. Our generic construction
uses as building blocks, ciphertext-policy attribute-based key encapsulation mechanism,
signature-policy attribute-based signature and data
encapsulation mechanism.
Index Terms—Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based
Signcryption, Attribute-Based Encryption, AttributeBased Signature, Generic Construction.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE), a message is encrypted with a policy
and a key is labeled with a set of attributes.
Someone who has a key labeled with a set of
attributes can decrypt any ciphertexts with a policy
whom the set of attributes satisfy. In contrast, in
key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE), a
message is encrypted with a set of attributes and
a key is associated with a policy.
In signature-policy attribute-based signature
(SP-ABS), a message is signed with a policy and
a key is labeled with a set of attributes. If a signer
who has a key labeled with a set of attributes
generates a signature with a policy whom the
set of attributes satisfy, a verifier can verify the
fact that the signature was generated by someone
who has a set of attributes satisfying the policy.
On the other hand, in key-policy attribute-based
signature (KP-ABS), a message is signed with a
set of attributes and a key is associated with a
policy.

I
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Ciphertext-policy attribute-based signcryption
(CP-ABSC) is a primitive which performs simultaneously both the functionalities of CP-ABE and
SP-ABS. CP-ABSC guarantees both message
confidentiality and authenticity (or integrity) and is
considered to be a useful tool for fine-grained data
access control in an attribute-based environment
such as data sharing on cloud [28] and medical
support services using wireless body area network
(WBAN) [29]. Contrary to CP-ABSC, key-policy
attribute-based signcryption (KP-ABSC) performs
both KP-ABE and KP-ABS.

1.2. Related Work
A number of research papers related to ABSC
have been presented[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [28], [29]�
Pandit et al.[4], [5] proposed a CP-ABSC
scheme which achieves ciphertext indistinguishability under adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks
in the adaptive predicate model (AP-IND-CCA),
strongly existentially unforgeability of signcryptext under adaptively chosen message attacks
in the adaptive predicate model (AP-sEUF-CMA)
and perfect privacy. Moreover, their scheme is
“combined setup”. However, their scheme needs
comparatively strong assumptions for the security
such as three types of decisional subgroup assumption[4], [5].
Chen et al.[3] proposed a CP-ABSC scheme
which achieves ciphertext indistinguishability under adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks in the
selective predicate model (SP-IND-CCA), weakly
existentially unforgeability of signcryptext under
adaptively chosen message attacks in the selective predicate model (SP-wEUF-CMA) and perfect privacy. We should note that SP-IND-CCA is
weaker than AP-IND-CCA, and SP-wEUF-CMA is
weaker than AP-wFUF-CMA.
Datta et al.[7], [8] proposed CP-ABSC and KPABSC scheme supporting signing and decryption policies representable by any polynomial-size
circuit. However, their CP-ABSC and KP-ABSC
Combined setup ABSC has only one secret key which can
be used for both signcryption and unsigncryption. In contrast,
non-combined setup ABSC has two secret keys, one of which
is used for either signcryption or unsigncryption.
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schemes achieve quite weak security and needs
quite strong primitives such as indistinguishability
obfuscator.
Nandi et al.[9] proposed a scheme of predicate
signcryption which is the generalization of CPABSC and KP-ABSC. Their CP-ABSC scheme
achieves AP-IND-CCA, AP-sEUF-CMA and perfect privacy, and their KP-ABSC scheme achieves
ciphertext indistinguishability under adaptively
chosen ciphertext attacks in the adaptive attribute
model (AA-IND-CCA), strongly existentially unforgeability of signcryptext under adaptively chosen message attacks in the adaptive attribute
model (AA-sEUF-CMA) and perfect privacy, and
both schemes are combined setup. Neverthless,
their CP-ABSC and KP-ABSC schemes need
comparatively strong assumptions such as three
types of decisional subgroup assumption and pair
encoding[10], [11].
As far as we know, any generic construction
of CP-ABSC which achieves AP-IND-CCA, APsEUF-CMA and perfect privacy and whose security is guaranteed by the secuirty of CP-ABE
(or CP-ABKEM), SP-ABS and etc., has not been
proposed.

which achieves AP-IND-CCA, AP-sEUF-CMA and
perfect privacy, the scheme by Pandit et al.[4],
[5] and by Nandi et al.[9], need comparatively
strong assumptions such as at least three types
of decisional subgroup assumption. For instance,
if we use the CP-ABE scheme by Okamoto et
al.[21], [22] and the SP-ABS scheme by Okamoto
et al.[25], [26] or by Maji et al.[24] as the building
blocks of the proposed generic construction, we
can instantiate the first CP-ABSC scheme which
achieves AP-IND-CCA, AP-sEUF-CMA and perfect privacy and needs only comparatively weak
assumptions such as decisional linear (DLIN) assumption.
1.4. Organization
This paper is organized as follows. We provide
notations, the definition of access structure and
the syntaxes and the security definitions for CPABKEM, DEM, SP-ABS and CP-ABSC in section
2. We show the generic construction of CP-ABSC
and its security proof in section 3. We summarize
and mention some future works in section 4.
2.

1.3. Our Work and Its Contribution
In this paper, we propose a generic construction of CP-ABSC which achieves AP-IND-CCA,
AP-sEUF-CMA and perfect privacy and uses as
building blocks CP-ABKEM which is AP-IND-CCA
secure and has a property called “decryptor access structure disclosure”, SP-ABS which is APsEUF-CMA secure and has a property called
“signer access structure collision resistance” and
DEM which is IND-CCA secure and has a property called “one-to-one”, where decryptor access
structure disclosure and signer access structure
collision resistance are originally and firstly defined
in this paper and one-to-one is the property firstly
defined by Chiba et al.[27].
Our generic construction of CP-ABSC is the first
one which achieves the strongest security for CPABSC and uses CP-ABKEM, SP-ABS and DEM
as its building blocks. By using the generic construction, it could become quite easier to instantiate a lot of CP-ABSC schemes with the strongest
security by making use of a number of existing or
future schemes as its building blocks.
Actually we can instantiate a CP-ABSC scheme
which has some better properties than existing
CP-ABSC schemes by making use of some existing schemes as the building blocks of our generic
construction. All the existing CP-ABSC schemes

PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Notation
∀
x denotes “for all x”. x ← y denotes that a
variable x is defined to have the value output by
executing an algorithm or a function y. x := y denotes that a variable x is defined to have the value
U
of a variable y. x ←
− y denotes that a variable or an
element x is randomly chosen from a set y. x||y is
a concatenation of two variables x and y. If we say
that “ (a function is) negligible or negligibly small”,
we always mean that it is negligible in a security
parameter k. M and K mean plaintext space and
key space, respectively. U, S, A, As and Ad mean
universe of attributes, set of attributes, access
structure, decryptor access structure and signer
access structure, respectively. PPT (A) means
probabilistic polynomial time (algorithm).
Definition 1 (Access Structure[4], [5], [6]).
Let U be the universe of attributes. An access
structure A is a non-empty subset of the power
set of U. Therefore, A ⊆ (2U − {ϕ})�
2.2. CP-ABKEM
Ciphertext-policy attribute-based key encapsulation mechanism(CP-ABKEM) consists of the following four polynomial time algorithms.
Setup:
(PK, MK) ← CK.Setup(1k , U )
(Decryption-)Key Generation:
SK ← CK.KeyGen(PK, MK, S)
Key Encapsulation:
(K, CK ) ← CK.Encap(PK, Ad )
Key Decapsulation:
K / ⊥ ← CK.Decap(PK, CK , SK)

The CP-ABSC (resp. KP-ABSC) scheme by Datta et al.[7],
[8] achieve the indistingishability weaker than ciphertext indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attacks in the selective
predicate (resp. attribute) model (SP-IND-CPA (resp. SA-INDCPA)) and the unforgeability weaker than weakly universally
unforgeability of signcryptext under chosen message attacks
in the selective predicate (resp. attribute) model (SP-wUUFCMA (resp. SA-wUUF-CMA)).
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In the above experiment, the oracles O1,D and
O2,D ,where O1,D = O2,D = {OD.Decap (CK , S)}, are
defined as follows.

Any CP-ABKEM scheme should have the
following correctness property.:
∀ ∀
k, U, ∀ (PK, MK)
←
CK.Setup(1k , U),
S ∈ (2U − {ϕ}), ∀ SK ← CK.KeyGen(PK, MK,
S),
∀
Ad (s.t.S ∈ Ad ), ∀ (K, CK ) ← CK.Encap(PK, Ad ),
Pr[CK.Decap(PK, CK , SK) = K] = 1.

OD.Decap (CD ) :
Return m / ⊥ ← D.Decap(K, CD ).

∀

As a rule, it is prohibitted for the adversary A to
∗
submit CD
as a query to the oracle OD.Decap of
O2,D .
The advantage of the adversary A on the
experiment
ExptIND-CCA
is defined as AdvIND-CCA
=
ΠD ,A
ΠD ,A
IND-CCA
| Pr[ExptΠD ,A
= 1] − 21 |. The DEM scheme
ΠD is said to be IND-CCA secure if AdvIND-CCA
is
ΠD ,A
negligible for any PPT adversary A.
One-to-one property. A DEM scheme is considered to be one-to-one if for all K ∈ K, for all
m ∈ M, there are at most one ciphertext C such
that D.Decap(K, C) = m.

AP-IND-CCA
For the CP-ABKEM scheme ΠCK , the security notion of ciphertext indistinguishability under adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks in the adaptive
predicate model (AP-IND-CCA) against the adversary A = {A1 , A2 } is defined via the experiment
ExptAP-IND-CCA
defined in the following.
ΠCK ,A
ExptAP-IND-CCA
: (PK, MK) ← CK.Setup(1k , U );
ΠCK ,A
O1,CK
∗
(Ad , st) ← A1
(PK);
∗
(K1 , CK
) ← CK.Encap(PK, A∗d );
O
U
U
∗
K0 ←
− K; b ←
− {0, 1}; b′ ← A2 2,CK (st, Kb , CK
);
′
If b = b ,return 1; Else return 0;

2.4. SP-ABS
Signature-policy attribute-based signature(SPABS) consists of the following four algorithms.

In the above experiment, the oracles O1,CK and
O2,CK , where O1,CK = O2,CK = {OCK.KeyGen (S),
OCK.Decap (CK , S)}, are defined as follows.

Setup:
(PK, MK) ← SS.Setup(1k , U)
(Signing-)Key Generation:
SK ← SS.KeyGen(PK, MK, S)
Signature Generation:
σ ← SS.Sig(PK, m, SK, As )
Verification:
1 / 0 ← SS.Ver(PK, σ, m, As )

OCK.KeyGen (S) :
Return SK ← CK.KeyGen(PK, MK, S).
OCK.Decap (CK , S) :
Return K / ⊥ ← CK.Decap(PK, CK ,
CK.KeyGen(PK, MK, S)).

As a rule, it is prohibitted for the adversary A to
submit as a query, Sr (s.t.Sr ∈ A∗d ) to the oracle
∗
OCK.KeyGen of either O1,CK or O2,CK , or (CK
, S(s.t.S
∈ A∗d )) to the oracle OCK.Decap of O2,CK .
The advantage of the adversary A on the experiment
ExptAP-IND-CCA
is defined as AdvAP-IND-CCA
=
ΠCK ,A
ΠCK ,A
AP-IND-CCA
| Pr[ExptΠCK ,A
= 1] − 21 |. The CP-ABKEM
scheme ΠCK is said to be AP-IND-CCA secure if
AdvAP-IND-CCA
is negligible for any PPT adversary
ΠCK ,A
A.

Any SP-ABS scheme should have the following correctness property.: ∀ k, ∀ U, ∀ (PK, MK) ←
SS.Setup(1k , U),
∀
m ∈ M, ∀ S ∈ (2U − {ϕ}), ∀ SK ← SS.KeyGen(PK,
MK, S),
∀
As (s.t.S ∈ As ), ∀ σ ← SS.Sig(PK, m, SK, As ),
Pr[SS.Ver(PK, σ, m, As ) → 1] = 1.
AP-sEUF-CMA. For the SP-ABS scheme ΠSS , the
security notion of strongly existentially unforgeability of signature under adaptively chosen message
attacks in the adaptive predicate model(AP-sEUFCMA) against the adversary A is defined via the
experiment ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
defined in the following.
ΠSS ,A

2.3. DEM
Data encapsulation mechanism(DEM) consists
of the following two polynomial time algorithms.
Data Encapsulation:
Data Decapsulation:

CD ← D.Encap(K, m)
m / ⊥ ← D.Decap(K, CD )

ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
: LSS.Sig ← ∅;
ΠSS ,A
(PK, MK) ← SS.Setup(1k , U); (m∗ , σ ∗ , A∗s ) ←
AOSS (PK);
If SS.Ver(PK, σ ∗ , m∗ , A∗s ) = 1 ∧
(m∗ , σ ∗ , A∗s ) ∈
/ LSS.Sig , return 1; Else return 0;

Any DEM scheme should have the following
correctness property.: ∀ K ∈ K, ∀ m ∈ M, ∀ C ←
D.Encap(K, m),
Pr[D.Decap(K, C) → m] = 1.
IND-CCA. For the DEM scheme ΠD , the security notion of ciphertext indistinguishability under
adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks(IND-CCA)
against the adversary A = {A1 , A2 } is defined via
the experiment ExptIND-CCA
defined in the following.
ΠD ,A
U

In the above experiment, the oracle OSS =
{OSS.KeyGen (S), OSS.Sig (m, As , S)} is defined as follows.
OSSKeyGen (S) :
Return SK ← SS.KeyGen(PK, MK, S).
OSS.Sig (m, As , S) :
If S ∈
/ As , return ⊥.
Else add (m, σ, As ) to LSS.Sig , and return σ ←
SS.Sig(PK, m, SS.KeyGen(PK, MK, S), As ).

O

ExptIND-CCA
− K; (m0 , m1 , st) ← A1 1,D ();
ΠD ,A : K ←
U

b←
− {0, 1};
∗
CD
← D.Encap(K, mb );
O
∗
b′ ← A2 2,D (st, CD
);
′
If b = b ,return 1; Else return 0;

According to [27] by Chiba et al., there are a lot of one-to-one
and IND-CCA secure DEM schemes.
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As a rule, it is prohibitted for the adversary A to
submit S(s.t.S ∈ A∗s ) as a query to the oracle
OSS.KeyGen .
The advantage of the adversary A on the experiment
ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
is defined as AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
=
ΠSS ,A
ΠSS ,A
AP-sEUF-CMA
| Pr[ExptΠSS ,A
= 1]|. The SP-ABS scheme ΠSS
is said to be AP-sEUF-CMA secure if AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
ΠSS ,A
is negligible for any PPT adversary A.
Perfect Privacy[24], [26] A SP-ABS scheme is said
to be perfectly private if for all (PK, MK) ← Setup
U
U
(1k , U), for all S1 ←
− (2U − {ϕ}), for all S2 ←
− (2U −
{ϕ}), for all SK1 ← KeyGen(PK, MK, S1 ), for all SK2
U
← KeyGen(PK, MK, S2 ), for all m ←
− M, for all As
(s.t.S1 ∈ As ∧ S2 ∈ As ), the distribution of Sig(PK,
m, SK1 , As ) and of Sig(PK, m, SK2 , As ) are equal.
Signer Access Structure Collision Resistance
“Signer access structure collision resistance” is
a property of SP-ABS which we originally name
and define. Intuitively speaking, the property
means that any PPT adversary cannot find
out signature σ ∗ , message m and two signer
access structures A∗s and A′s such that A∗s
̸= A′s and SS.Ver(PK, σ ∗ , m∗ , A∗s ) = 1 and
SS.Ver(PK, σ ∗ , m∗ , A′s ) = 1. Its rigorous definition
is as follows.:
For the SP-ABS scheme ΠSS , the property
of signer access structure collision resistance
(SASCR) against the adversary A is defined via
the experiment ExptSASCR
ΠSS ,A defined as follows.
k
ExptSASCR
ΠSS ,A : (PK, MK) ← SS.Setup(1 , U );
∗
∗
∗
O1,SS
(m , As , Ss , st) ← A
(PK);
SK∗ ← SS.KeyGen(PK, MK, S);
σ∗
←
SS.Sig(PK, m∗ , SK∗ , A∗s ); A′s
O2,SS
∗
A
(st, σ );
If A′s ̸= A∗s ∧ SS.Ver(PK, σ ∗ , m∗ , A′s ) = 1,
return 1; Else return 0;

2.5. CP-ABSC
Ciphertext-policy attribute-based signcryption
(CP-ABSC) consists of the following five polynomial time algorithms.
Setup:
(PK, MK)←CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur )
(Signing-)Key Generation
SKs ←CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss )
(Decryption-)Key Generation:
SKr ←CS.KeyGenR (PK, MK, Sr )
Signcryption:
C←CS.SC(PK, m, SKs , As , Ad )
Unsigncryption:
m / ⊥←CS.USC(PK, C, SKr , As )

Any CP-ABSC scheme should have the following correctness property.: ∀ k, ∀ Us , ∀ Ur , ∀ (PK, MK)
← CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur ), ∀ Ss ∈ (2Us − {ϕ}), ∀ SKs ←
CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss ), ∀ As (s.t.Ss ∈ As ), ∀ Sr ∈
(2Ur − {ϕ}), ∀ SKr ←
CS.KeyGenR (PK, MK, Sr ), ∀ Ad (s.t.Sr ∈ Ad ), ∀ m ∈
M,
∀
C ← CS.SC(PK, m, SKs , As , Ad ),
Pr[CS.USC(PK, C, SKr , As ) = m] = 1.
AP-IND-CCA For the CP-ABSC scheme ΠCS , the
security notion of ciphertext indistinguishability under adaptively chosen ciphertext attack in the
adaptive predicate model(AP-IND-CCA) against
the adversary A is defined via the experiment
ExptAP-IND-CCA
defined in the following.
ΠCS ,A
ExptAP-IND-CCA
: (PK, MK) ← CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur );
ΠCS ,A
O

(m0 , m1 , A∗s , A∗d , Ss∗ , st) ← A1 1,CS (PK); b ←
− {0, 1};
SK∗ ← CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss∗ );
O
C ∗ ← SC(PK, mb , SK∗ , A∗s , A∗d ); b′ ← A2 2,CS (st, C ∗ );
′
If b = b ,return 1;Else return 0;

←

U

In the above experiment, the oracles O1,CS and
O2,CS , where O1,CS = O2,CS = {OCS.KeyGenS (Ss ),
OCS.KeyGenR (Sr ), OCS.SC (m, As , Ad , Ss ), OCS.USC (C,
As , Sr )}, are defined as follows.

In the above experiment, the oracles O1,SS and
O2,SS , where O1,SS = O2,SS = {OSS.KeyGen (S)} are
defined as follows.

OCS.KeyGenS (Ss ) :
Return SKs ← CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss ).
OCS.KeyGenR (Sr ) :
Return SKr ← CS.KeyGenR (PK, MK, Sr ).
OCS.SC (m, As , Ad , Ss ) :
If Ss ∈
/ As , return ⊥.
Else
return
C
←
CS.SC(PK, m,
CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss ), As , Ad ).
OCS.USC (C, As , Sr ) :
Return
m / ⊥ ← CS.USC(PK, C,
CS.KeyGenR (PK, MK, Sr ), As ).

OSSKeyGen (S) :
Return SK ← SS.KeyGen(PK, MK, S).

The advantage of the adversary A on the experiment
SASCR
SASCR
ExptSASCR
ΠSS ,A is defined as AdvΠSS ,A = | Pr[ExptΠSS ,A
= 1]|. The SP-ABS scheme ΠSS is said to satisfy
the property of signer access structure collision
resistance if AdvSASCR
ΠSS ,A is negligible for any PPT
adversary A.
Even though we have not proved that any one
of the proposed SP-ABS schemes such as [23],
[24], [25], [26] satisfies this original property, we
have a intuition that this property is quite natural
for every SP-ABS scheme. The reason behind
the intuition is that it is obvious that if a SP-ABS
scheme doesn’t satisfy this property, the scheme
is practically defective. We consider the work of
proving that at least one of the propsosed SPABS schemes like [23], [24], [25], [26] satisfies the
property as a future work to give an evidence that
the property is natural.

As a rule, it is prohibitted for the adversary A to
submit as a query, Sr (s.t.Sr ∈ A∗d ) to the oracle
OCS.KeyGenR of either O1,CS or O2,CS , or (C ∗ , A∗s ,
Sr (s.t.Sr ∈ A∗d )) to the oracle OCS.USC of O2,CS .
The advantage of the adversary A on the experiment
=
ExptAP-IND-CCA
is defined as AdvAP-IND-CCA
ΠCS ,A
ΠCS ,A
AP-IND-CCA
| Pr[ExptΠCS ,A
= 1] − 21 |. The CP-ABSC
scheme ΠCS is said to be AP-IND-CCA secure if
is negligible for any PPT adversary
AdvAP-IND-CCA
ΠCS ,A
A.
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CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur ) :
(PKss , MKss ) ← SS.Setup(1k , Us )
(PKck , MKck ) ← CK.Setup(1k , Ur )
Return (PK, MK) := ((PKss , PKck ), (MKss , MKck )).
CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss ) :
Return SKs ← SS.KeyGen(PKss , MKss , Ss ).
CS.KeyGenR (PK, MK, Sr ) :
Return SKr ← CK.KeyGen(PKck , MKck , Sr ).
CS.SC(PK, m, SKs , As , Ad ) :
(K, CK ) ← CK.Encap(PKck , Ad )
σ ← SS.Sig(PKss , m||CK , SKs , As )
CD ← D.Encap(K, m||σ)
Return C := (CK , CD ).
CS.USC(PK, C, SKr , As ) :
Parse C as (CK , CD )
α := CK.Decap(PKck , CK , SKr )
If α = ⊥, then return ⊥. Else K := α.
β := D.Decap(K, CD )
If β = ⊥, then return ⊥. Else m||σ := β.
γ := SS.Ver(PKss , σ, m||CK , As )
If γ = 0, then return ⊥. Else return m.

AP-sEUF-CMA For the CP-ABSC scheme ΠCS ,
the security notion of strongly existentially unforgeability of signcryptext under adaptively chosen message attacks in the adaptive predicate
modeel(AP-sEUF-CMA) against the adversary A
is defined via the experiment ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
deΠCS ,A
fined as follows. In the following definition, it is
assumed that ΠCS has the property of decryptor
access structure disclosure and PPT Disclose is
the algorithm which satisfies the property.
ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
: LSC ← ∅;
ΠCS ,A
(PK, MK) ← CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur );
(C ∗ , A∗s , A∗d ) ← AOCS (PK); If Disclose(C ∗ ) =
(i)
← CS.KeyGenR (PK,
A∗d ∧ ∀ Sr
∈ A∗d , SK(i)
r
(i)
(i)
∗
∈
MK, Sr ), CS.USC(PK, C ∗ , SK(i)
r , As ) → m
∗
M ∧ m(1) = · · · = m(|Ad |) =: m∗ ∧ (m∗ , C ∗ ,
/ LCS.SC ,return 1; Else return 0;
A∗s , A∗d ) ∈

In
the
above
experiment,
the
oracle
OCS
=
{OCS.KeyGenS (Ss ), OCS.KeyGenR (Sr ),
OCS.SC (m, As , Ad , Ss ), OCS.USC (C, As , Sr )}
is
defined by the same way with the case of APIND-CCA, except for the oracle OCS.SC which is
defined as follows.

Figure 1: Generic construction of CP-ABSC ΠCS
a PPTA Disclose which satisfies the following
equation.

OCS.SC (m, As , Ad , Ss ) :
If Ss ∈
/ As , return ⊥.
Else add (m, C, As , Ad ) to LCS.SC , and return
C ← CS.SC(PK, m, CS.KeyGenS (PK, MK, Ss ), As ,
Ad ).

Pr[A′d = Ad |A′d ← Disclose(PK, C)] = 1

(1)

Even though we omit the definitions of this
property in case of CP-ABE and CP-ABKEM in this
paper, we can define them by the similar way with
the above. We consider this property to be quite
natural for every scheme of CP-ABSC, CP-ABE
and CP-ABKEM, since it has been clarified by our
work that most of all CP-SC schemes[1], [2], [4],
[5], [9], [28], most of all CP-ABE schemes[12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], and
most of all CP-ABKEM schemes[30], [31], [32],
[33] satisfy the property.

As a rule, it is prohibitted for the adversary A to
submit as a query Ss (s.t.Ss ∈ A∗s ) to the oracle
OCS.KeyGenS .
The advantage of the adversary A on the experiment
ExptAP-sEUF-CMA
is defined as AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
=
ΠCS ,A
ΠCS ,A
AP-sEUF-CMA
| Pr[ExptΠCS ,A
= 1]|. The CP-ABSC scheme
ΠCS is said to be AP-sEUF-CMA secure if
AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
is negligible for any PPT adversary
ΠCS ,A
A.
Perfect Privacy[4], [5] A CP-ABSC scheme is
said to be perfectly private if for all (PK, MK) ←
U
Setup(1k , Us , Ur ), for all Ss ←
− (2Us − {ϕ}), for all
U
Ss ′ ←
− (2Us − {ϕ}), for all SKs ← KeyGenS (PK,
MK, Ss ), for all SKs ′ ← KeyGen(PK, MK, Ss ′ ), for
U
all m ←
− M, for all As (s.t.Ss ∈ As ∧ Ss ′ ∈ As ), for
all Ad , the distribution of SC(PK, m, SKs , As , Ad )
and of SC(PK, m, SKs ′ , As , Ad ) are equal.
Decryptor Access Structure Disclosure
“Decryptor access structure disclosure” is a
property of CP-ABSC scheme which we firstly
name and define. Intuitively speaking, the
property means that given a signcryptext which
was generated correctly we can identify the
decryptor access structure which was used to
generate the signcryptext. Its rigorous definition
is as follows.: A CP-ABSC scheme is said to
have the “decryptor access structure disclosure”
property if for all k, for all Us , for all Ur , for all
(PK, MK) ← CS.Setup(1k , Us , Ur ), for all m, for all
Ss ∈ (2U − {ϕ}), for all SKs ← CS.KeyGenS (PK,
MK, Ss ), for all As (s.t.Ss ∈ As ), for all Ad , and
for all C ← CS.SC(PK, m, SKs , As , Ad ), there is

3. GENERIC CONSTRUCTION OF CP-ABSC
In this section, we show a generic construction of ciphertext-policy attribute-based signcryption(CP-ABSC) and its security proof.
3.1. Generic Construction
In the figure 1, a generic construction of CPABSC ΠCS is described. It consists of three building blocks, which are CP-ABKEM ΠCK :(CK.Setup,
CK.KeyGen, CK.Encap, CK.Decap), DEM ΠD :
(D.Encap, D.Decap) and SP-ABS ΠSS :(SS.Setup,
SS.KeyGen, SS.Sig, SS.Ver).
We can say the generic construction of CPABSC ΠCS is the “CP-ABSC-version” of the generic
construction of signcryption by Chiba et al.[27].
With respect to signcryption, the “sign-thenencrypt” construction which is one of the most
simplest generic construction, cannot achieve
the strongest unforgeability’s notion, sEUF-CMA
against insider adversary, since the insider adversary can easily unforge correct signcryptexts by
using his/her own secret key and some oracles
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whom he/she is allowed to use. Considering the
above, Chiba et al.[27] proposed a sign-thenencrypt generic construction with the framework of
KEM/DEM and prove that it achieves the strongest
unforgeabiltiy’s notion.
With respect to CP-ABSC, both the security notions of AP-IND-CCA and AP-sEUF-CMA are not
defined as “insider” security, but they are actually
insider security, because the adversary in AP-INDCCA (resp. AP-sEUF-CMA) is allowed to use the
oracle of signing (resp. decrypting)-key generation
without any restrictions. Therefore, we had an
intuition that the simplest type of sign-then-encrypt
generic construction couldn’t achieve AP-sEUFCMA, and then we proved that the intuition is really
true (the proof is omitted in this paper). Finally,
we thought the sign-then-encrypt construction with
the KEM/DEM framework which actually is the
CP-ABSC version of the generic construction of
signcryption by Chiba et al. is promising, and then
tried to prove its security rigorously. In the next
subsection, we show the proof that the construction achieves AP-IND-CCA, AP-sEUF-CMA and
perfect privacy.

is generated by executing D.Encap algorithm
with K ′ as an input. Moreover, when (C =
∗
(CK , CD ), As , Sr ) which satisfies CK = CK
,
∗
∗
CD ̸= CD and Sr ∈ Ad , is submitted as
a query to the oracle OCS.USC of O2,CS , CD
is decrypted by executing D.Decap algorithm
with K ′ as an input.
We define Wi (i = {0, 1, 2}) as the event where
an adversary A succeeds in guessing the bit b
used for generating the challenge signcryptext in
Expti . Then, we have the following formula.
1
AdvAP-IND-CCA
= | Pr[W0 ] − |
ΠCS ,A
2
≤ | Pr[W0 ] − Pr[W1 ]|
1
+| Pr[W1 ] − Pr[W2 ]| + | Pr[W2 ] − |
2

(2)

By the formula (2) and the following Lemma 3.1,
Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, Theorem 3.1 holds.
Lemma 3.1. If ΠSS has the property of signer access structure collision resistance, then | Pr[W0 ] −
Pr[W1 ]| is negligible.
Lemma 3.2. If ΠCK is AP-IND-CCA secure, then
| Pr[W1 ] − Pr[W2 ]| is negligible.

3.2. Security Proof
The security of the CP-ABSC scheme in the
figure 1 is proven by the following three theorems.
In this paper, we provide all proofs of Theorem
3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, however the
proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are partially omitted
because of the page limit.

Lemma 3.3. If ΠD is IND-CCA secure, then
| Pr[W2 ] − 21 | is negligible.
Lemma 3.1’s Proof First of all, we define P as
the event that the adversary A, in Expt0 or Expt1 ,
sumbits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) such that CK =
∗
∗
CK
, CD = CD
, As ̸= A∗s , Sr ∈ A∗d and SS.Ver
∗
(PKss , σ ∗ , mb ||CK
, As ) = 1 as a query to the oracle
OUSC of O2,CS at least one time. In the above
sentence, σ ∗ is the SP-ABS signature which is
generated while generating the challenge sign∗
∗
cryptext C ∗ = (CK
, CD
).
In the case that the adversary A, in Game0 ,
submits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) such that CK =
∗
∗
CK
, CD = CD
, As ̸= A∗s , Sr ∈ A∗d and SS.Ver
∗
(PKss , σ ∗ , mb ||CK
, As ) = 1 as a query to the oracle
∗
OUSC of O2,CS , if SS.Ver(PKss , σ ∗ , mb ||CK
, As ) = 0
holds, the reply always becomes ⊥.
Therefore, only when the event P occurs, Expt0
and Expt1 are different. Thus, the following inequality holds.

Theorem 3.1. If ΠCK is AP-IND-CCA secure, ΠD
is IND-CCA secure, and ΠSS has the property of
signer access structure collision resistance, then
the CP-ABSC scheme in the figure 1 is AP-INDCCA secure.
Theorem 3.2. If ΠSS is AP-sEUF-CMA secure,
ΠD is one-to-one, and ΠCK has the property of
decryptor access structure disclosure, then the
CP-ABSC scheme in the figure 1 is AP-sEUFCMA secure.
Theorem 3.3. If ΠSS is perfectly private, then
the CP-ABSC scheme in the figure 1 is perfectly
private.
Theorem 3.1’s Proof We consider the following 3
experiments, Expt1 , Expt2 and Expt3 .
Expt0 : The ordinary AP-IND-CCA experiment regarding ΠCS .
Expt1 : Expt0 with the following change. Every
time (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) which satisfies
∗
∗
CK = CK
, CD = CD
, As ̸= A∗s and Sr ∈ A∗d ,
is submitted as a query to the oracle OCS.USC
of O2,CS , the reply becomes ⊥.
Expt2 : Expt1 with the following changes. At the
U
beginning of the experiment, K ′ ←
− K is
∗
executed and the second component CD
of
∗
∗
∗
the challenge signcryptext C = (CK , CD
)

| Pr[W0 ] − Pr[W1 ]| ≤ Pr[P ]

(3)

In the rest of Lemma 3.1’s proof, we prove that
if ΠSS has the property of signer access structure
collision resistance, the occurrence probability of
P is negligible.
A = (A1 , A2 ) is defined as a PPTA adversary
in Expt0 or Expt1 which makes the event P occur
in non-negligible probability. B = (B1 , B2 ) is defined as a PPTA which performs the experiment
of signer access structure collision resistance regarding ΠSS by using A as a building block as
follows.
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O

O

∗
B2 2,CK (stB , Kβ , CK
) : β of the input Kβ is the
challenge bit for the experiment of AP-INDU
CCA regarding ΠCK . Firstly, B2 executes b ←
−
∗
{0, 1}, SK ← SS.KeyGen(PKss , MKss , Ss∗ ), σ ∗ ←
∗
∗
SS.Sig(PKss , mb ||CK
, SK∗ , A∗s ), CD
← D.Decap
∗
∗ :=
∗
∗
(Kβ , mb ||σ ) and C
(CK , CD ). Secondly, B2
O
runs A2 2,CS (stA , C ∗ ).
In the case that A2 submits a query to either
OCS.KeyGenS , OCS.KeyGenR or OCS.SC , B2 computes
the reply adequately by the same mean with B1 . In
the case that A2 submits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr )
∗
as a query to OCS.USC such that CK = CK
,
∗
∗
∗
CD = CD , As ̸= As and Sr ∈ Ad , B2 sends ⊥
as the reply to A2 . In the case that A2 submits
(C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to OCS.USC
∗
∗
, CD ̸= CD
and Sr ∈ A∗d ,
such that CK = CK
B2 executes m||σ/⊥ ← D.Decap(CD , Kβ ) and
1/0 ← SS.Ver(PKss , σ, m||CK , As ) and sends m/⊥
as the reply to A2 . In the other case that A2
submits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to
OCS.USC , B2 computes the reply adequately by the
same mean with B1 .
Finally, A2 outputs b′ . After that, if b′ = b, B2
outputs β ′ := 1. Otherwise, B2 outputs β ′ := 0.
The detailed explanation is omitted because of
the page limit, but it is true that B perfectly simulates Expt1 (resp. Expt2 ) for A whose challenge
bit is b in case of β = 1 (resp.β = 0). Moreover, it
is also true that B submits no prohibitted queries.
Therefore, Pr[b′ = b|β = 1] = Pr[W1 ] and Pr[b′ =
b|β = 0] = Pr[W2 ] hold and the following formula
holds.
1
AdvAP-IND-CCA
=
| Pr[b′ = b|β = 1]
ΠCK ,B
2
− Pr[b′ = b|β = 0]|
1
=
| Pr[W1 ] − Pr[W2 ]|
(6)
2
The formula (6) completes the proof of Lemma
3.2.

B1 1,SS (PKss ) : First of all, B1 executes (PKck ,
MKck ) ←
CK.Setup(1k , Ur ), PK := (PKss , PKck ). After that,
O
B1 executes A1 1,CS (PK).
In the case that A1 submits a query to either
OCS.KeyGenR or OCS.USC , B1 computes the reply
adequately by using MKck and send it to A. In the
case that A1 submits a query to either OCS.KeyGenS
or OCS.SC , B1 submits an adequate query to
OSS.KeyGen , computes the reply adequately by using the reply from OSS.KeyGen , and send it to
A1 . Finally, A1 outputs (m0 , m1 , A∗s , A∗d , Ss∗ , stA ).
U
After that, B1 executes b ←
− {0, 1} and
∗
) ← CK.Encap(PKck , A∗d ) and outputs
(K ∗ , CK
∗
, A∗s , Ss∗ , stB ).
(mb ||CK
O2,SS
∗
B2
(stB , σ ∗ ) : B2 executes CD
← D.Decap(K ∗ ,
∗
∗ :=
∗
∗
mb ||σ ), C
(CK , CD ). After that, B2 executes
O
A2 2,CS (stA , C ∗ ). In the case that A2 submits a
query to either OCS.KeyGenS , OCS.KeyGenR or OCS.SC ,
B2 computes the reply adequately by the same
mean with B1 . In the case that A2 submits (C =
(CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to OCS.USC such that
∗
∗
CK = CK
, CD = CD
, As ̸= A∗s , Sr ∈ A∗d
∗
and SS.Ver(PKss , σ ∗ , mb ||CK
, As ) = 1, B2 outputs
As , and then completely stops commnicating with
A2 hereafter. In the other case that A2 submits
(C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to OCS.USC , B2
computes the reply adequately by using MKck and
send it to A2 .
If B behaves as the above, when A makes the
event P occur, it always holds that ExptSASCR
ΠSS ,B = 1.
Therefore, the following inequality holds.
Pr[P ] ≤ AdvSASCR
ΠSS ,B

(4)

From the formulae (3) and (4), the following
inequality holds.
| Pr[W0 ] − Pr[W1 ]| ≤ AdvSASCR
ΠSS ,B

(5)

The formula (5) completes the proof of Lemma
3.1.
Lemma 3.2’s Proof A = (A1 ,

Lemma 3.3’s Proof A = (A1 , A2 ) is defined as
a PPTA adversary in Game2 which performs the
experiment with non-negligible advantage. B =
(B1 , B2 ) is defined as a PPTA which performs the
experiment of AP-IND-CCA regarding ΠD by using
A as a building block as follows.

A2 ) is defined as a PPTA adversary in Expt1 and
Expt2 which performs the experiment with nonnegligible advantage. B = (B1 , B2 ) is defined as a
PPTA which performs the experiment of AP-INDCCA regarding ΠCK by using A as a building block
as follows.
O
B1 1,CK (PKck ) : First of all, B1 executes (PKss ,
MKss ) ←
SS.Setup(1k , Us ), PK := (PKss , PKck ). After that,
O
B1 executes A1 1,CS (PK).
In the case that A1 submits a query to either OCS.KeyGenS or OCS.SC , B1 computes the reply
adequately by using MKss and send it to A. In
the case that A1 submits a query to OCS.KeyGenR
(resp. OCS.USC ), B1 submits an adequate query to
OCK.KeyGen (resp. OCK.Decap ), computes the reply
adequately by using the reply from OCK.KeyGen
(resp. OCK.Decap ), and send it to A1 . Finally, A1 outputs (m0 , m1 , A∗s , A∗d , Ss∗ , stA ). After that, B1 outputs A∗d and stB .

O

B1 1,D () : B1 executes (PKss , MKss ) ← SS.Setup
(1k , Us ), (PKck , MKck ) ← CK.Setup(1k , Ur ) and
O
PK := (PKss , PKck ). After that, B runs A1 1,CS (PK).
In the case that A1 submits a query to either
OCS.KeyGenS , OCS.KeyGenR , OCS.SC or OCS.USC , B1
computes the reply adequately by using MKss or
MKck and send it to A.
Finally, A1 outputs (m0 , m1 , A∗s , A∗d , Ss∗ , stA ). Af∗
ter that, B1 executes (K ∗ , CK
) ← CK.Encap(PKck ,
∗
∗
Ad ), SKs ←
SS.KeyGen(PKss , MKss , Ss∗ ), σ0 ← SS.Sig(PKss ,
∗
∗
m0 ||CK
, SK∗s , A∗s ), σ1 ← SS.Sig(PKss , m1 ||CK
,
∗
∗
SKs , As ), M0 := m0 ||σ0 and M1 := m1 ||σ1 and
outputs (M0 , M1 ) and stB .
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O

∗
CK.Decap(PKck , CK
, SK∗r ). If α(i) ̸= ⊥, B exe(i)
:= α(i) and β (i) := D.Decap(K ∗ (i) ,
cutes K ∗
∗
CD
). If β (i) ̸= ⊥, B executes m∗ (i) ||σ ∗ (i) := β (i) . If
∗
SS.Ver(PKss , σ ∗ (i) , m∗ (i) ||CK
, A∗s ) = 1, B executes
(i) :=
∗ (i)
∗
γ
1. If SS.Ver(PKss , σ , m(i) ||CK
, A∗s ) = 0,
(i)
(i)
(i) :=
α = ⊥ or β = ⊥, B executes γ
0. After
B calculates γ (i) for every i ∈ {1, · · · , |A∗d |}, it
∗
U
executes γ := γ (1) × γ (2) × · · · × γ (|Ad |) and j ←
−
∗
∗ (j)
∗
∗ (j)
{1, · · · , |Ad |}. Finally B outputs (m
||CK , σ
,
A∗s ).
The detailed explanation is omitted because of
the page limit, but it is true that B perfectly simulates the experiment of AP-sEUF-CMA regarding
ΠCS for A. Moreover, it is also true that B submits
no prohibitted queries.
The events Q, R, R1 and R2 are defined as follows. In the following, DiscloseCK is the algorithgm
satisfying the property of decryptor access structure disclosure regarding ΠCK which was assumed
to have the property in this proof and DiscloseCS is
the algorithm for the property regarding ΠCS which
is defined as DiscloseCS (PK = (PKss , PKck ), C =
(CK , CD )) = DiscloseCK (PKck , CK ).
(i)

∗
∗
∗
B2 2,D (stB , CD
) : B2 executes C ∗ := (CK
, CD
).
O

After that, B2 runs A2 2,CS (stA , C ∗ ).
In the case that A2 submits a query to either
OCS.KeyGenS , OCS.KeyGenR or OCS.SC , B2 computes
the reply adequately by the same mean with B1 . In
the case that A2 submits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr )
∗
as a query to OCS.USC such that CK = CK
,
∗
∗
∗
CD = CD , As ̸= As and Sr ∈ Ad , B2 sends ⊥
as the reply to A2 . In the case that A2 submits
(C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to OCS.USC such
∗
∗
that CK = CK
, CD ̸= CD
and Sr ∈ A∗d , B2 firstly
submits CD as a query to OD.Decap and recieves
m||σ/⊥ as the reply, and then executes 1/0 ←
SS.Ver(PKss , σ, m||CK , As ), and then sends m/⊥
as the reply to A2 . In the other case that A2
submits (C = (CK , CD ), As , Sr ) as a query to
OCS.USC , B2 computes the reply adequately by the
same mean with B1 .
Finally, A2 outputs b′ . After that, B2 outputs β ′
:= b′ .
The detailed explanation is omitted because
of the page limit, but it is true that B perfectly
simulates Expt2 for A whose challenge bit is
b = β. Moreover, it is also true that B submits
no prohibitted queries.
Clearly b = β and b′ = β ′ holds. Therefore,
Pr[b′ = b] = Pr[β ′ = β] holds. Thus, the advantage
of B is as follows.
1
AdvIND-CCA
= | Pr[β ′ = β] − |
ΠD ,B
2
1
1
′
(7)
= | Pr[b = b] − | = | Pr[W2 ] − |
2
2
The formula (7) completes the proof of Lemma
3.3.

Q := [ [DiscloseCS (PK, C ∗ ) =
∗
) = A∗d ]
DiscloseCK (PKck , CK
∗

∧[γ = 1] ∧ [m∗ (1) = · · · = m∗ (|Ad |) =: m∗ ]
∗
∗
∧[(m∗ , (CK
, CD
), A∗s , A∗d ) ∈
/ LSC ] ]

SS.Ver(PKss , σ

∗ (j)

(8)

R := R1 ∧ R2 :=
∗
, m∗ (j) ||CK
, A∗s ) = 1

∗
∧[(m∗ (j) ||CK
, σ ∗ (j) , A∗s ) ∈
/ LSig ]

(9)

The advantages of A and B are expressed as
follows, respectively.

Theorem 3.2’s Proof A is defined as a PPTA
adversary which performs the experiment of APsEUF-CMA regarding ΠCS with non-negligible advantage. B is defined as a PPTA which performs
the expriment of AP-sEUF-CMA regarding ΠSS by
using A as a building block as follows.
B OSS (PKss ) : First of all, B executes (PKck , MKck )
←
CK.Setup(1k , Ur ) and PK := (PKss , PKck ). After
that, B runs AOCS (PK).
In the case that A submits a query to either
OCS.KeyGenR or OCS.USC , B computes the reply adequately by using MKck and send it to A. In the
case that A submits Ss as a query to OCS.KeyGenS ,
B submits Ss as a query to OSS.KeyGen , recieves
SKs as the reply and send it to A. In the case that
A submits (m, As , Ad , Ss ) as a query to OCS.SC , B
executes (K, CK ) := CK.Encap(PKck , Ad ), submits
(m||CK , Ss , As ) as a query to OCS.Sig , recieves σ
as the reply, executes CD := D.Encap(K, m||σ)
and C := (CK , CD ), sends C as the reply to A
and adds (m, (CK , CD ), As , Ad ) into the list LSC .
∗
∗
Finally, A outputs (C ∗ = (CK
, CD
), A∗s , A∗d ).
∗ (i)
∗
After that, B defines Sr (i = 1, · · · , |Ad |) as Sr∗ (i)
(i)
:= CK.KeyGen(PKck ,
∈ A∗d and executes SK∗r
MKck , Sr∗ (i) ) and α(i) :=

AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
= Pr[Q]
ΠCS ,A

(10)

= Pr[R]
AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
ΠSS ,B

(11)

It is obvious that Pr[R1 |Q] = 1 holds. Hereafter,
we prove that Pr[R2 |Q] = 1 holds. Now, we
assume that R2 doesn’t occur. If we express the
(k)
(k)
k-th element in LSC as (m(k) SC , (CK SC , CC SC ),
(k)
(k)
As SC , Ad SC ), the k-th element in LSig is ex(k)
(k)
pressed as (m(k) SC ||CK SC , σ (k) SC , As SC ). In the
last assumption, the following equation holds.
∗
= (m∗ (j) ||CK
, σ ∗ (j) , A∗s )
(12)
Although the detailed explanation is omitted
because of the page limit, the following equation
holds.
(k)

(m(k) SC ||CK

SC , σ

(k)

(m(k) SC , (CK

(k)

(k)
SC , As SC )

(k)
(k)
(k)
SC , CC SC ), As SC , Ad SC )
∗
∗
= (m∗ , (CK
, CC
), A∗s , A∗d )

(13)

This means that Q doesn’t occur in the assumption that R2 doesn’t occur. Therefore, Pr[R2 |Q] = 1
holds. Thus, Pr[R|Q] = 1 holds, and then from
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the formulae (10) and (11), the following inquality
holds.
AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
≥ AdvAP-sEUF-CMA
ΠSS ,B
ΠCS ,A
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The formula (14) completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.3’s proof For all k, for all Us , for all
Ur , we execute (PKss , MKss ) ← SS.Setup(1k , Us )
and (PKck , MKck ) ← CK.Setup(1k , Us ). After that,
for all Ss ∈ (2Us − {ϕ}), for all Ss′ ∈ (2Us − {ϕ}), we
execute SKs ← SS.KeyGen(PKss , MKss , Ss ) and
SK′s ← SS.KeyGen(PKss , MKss , Ss′ ). After that, for
all m ∈ M, for all As (s.t.Ss ∈ As ∧ Ss′ ∈ As ), for all
Ad , we execute (K, CK ) ← CK.Encap(PKck , Ad ),
σ ← SS.Sig(PKss , m||CK , SKs , As ), σ ′ ← SS.Sig
(PKss , m||CK , SK′s , As ), CD ← D.Encap(K, m||σ),
′
← D.Encap(K, m||σ ′ ), C := (CK , CD ) and C ′
CD
′
:= (CK , CD
)�
The distributions of σ and σ ′ are equal, for SPABS ΠSS is assumed to be perfectly private in this
proof.
The distributions of m||σ and m||σ ′ are equal,
for the distributions of σ and σ ′ are equal.
′
The distributions of CD and CD
are equal, for
the distributions of m||σ and m||σ ′
The distributions of C and C ′ are equal, for the
′
distributions of CD and CD
.
Therefore, the proposed generic construction of
CP-ABSC ΠCS is perfectly private.
4. SUMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a generic construction of CP-ABSC which consists of three building
blocks CP-ABKEM, SP-ABS and DEM. We have
fully proved that if CP-ABKEM is AP-IND-CCA
secure and has the property of decryptor access
structure disclosure, SP-ABS is AP-sEUF-CMA
secure and has the property of signer access
structure collision resistance and DEM is IND-CCA
secure and has the property of one-to-one, the
proposed generic construction achieves AP-INDCCA, AP-sEUF-CMA and perfect privacy. In this
paper, we showed only the proofs of AP-IND-CCA,
AP-sEUF-CMA and perfect privacy.
We considered the followings as future works.
The first one is proving that at least one of the
proposed SP-ABS schemes such as [23], [24],
[25], [26] satisfies the property of signer access
structure collision resistance. The second one is a
generic construction of KP-ABSC which achieves
the strongest security. The third one is a generic
construction of CP-ABSC or KP-ABSC which is
combined setup and achieves the strongest security.
R
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On Symmetric Incoherent Eavesdropping
on BB84 and its Variants
Maitra, Arpita and Paul, Goutam, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In the six-state variant of the BB84 protocol, Bruß (Phys. Rev. Lett., 1998) showed that the
mutual information between Alice (the sender) and
Eve (the eavesdropper) is higher when two-bit probe
is used compared to one-bit probe, concluding that
two-bit probe provides a stronger eavesdropping
strategy. However, from cryptanalytic point of view,
we show that Eve has the same success probability
in guessing the bit transmitted by Alice in both the
probes. Next, we show an interesting connection
between parallel repetition of entangled games and
symmetric incoherent eavesdropping.
Bruß also claimed that the six-state variant
of the BB84 protocol is more secure than the
traditional four-state BB84. We identify that this
advantage is only achieved at the expense of communicating more qubits in the six-state protocol. In
fact, we present different scenarios, where given the
same number of qubits communicated, the security
comparison yields a different winner.
Index Terms—Advantage, BB84, Fully Device Independence, Key Distribution, Optimal Eavesdropping, Parallel Repetition, Quantum Cryptography,
Quantum Key Distribution.

1. I
re-requisite for executing a symmetric key
cryptographic protocol between two parties
at a distance is establishing a common secret
key between them. The seminal paper by Diffie
and Hellman [10] presents a nice idea in this
direction using the Discrete Logarithm problem.
However, the pioneering work of Shor [23] showed
that the key distribution [10] as well as the public
key cryptosystems like RSA [22] and ECC [16]
are not secure in the quantum computing model.
On the other hand, there are lattice and coding
theory based public key algorithms [4] that are
believed to be secure in the quantum computing
model and these are the main focus in the domain
of post-quantum cryptography. However, these
algorithms are quite complex and considerable
works are going on for efficient implementation
of such schemes on low end devices. In this
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regard, it is notable that provably secure quantum
key distribution protocols exist and amongst them
BB84 [1] is the first and the most cited one.
It has not only been verified experimentally [3]
in laboratory, but now-a-days some companies
are manufacturing devices [21] to implement this
protocol. In this scenario, it is important to study
various eavesdropping models for these protocols
and this is the motivation for our current work.
The famous BB84 protocol [1] relies on the conjugate bases Z = {|0⟩, |1⟩} and X = {|+⟩, |−⟩},
√
√
where |+⟩ = |0⟩+|1⟩
and |−⟩ = |0⟩−|1⟩
. Alice
2
2
randomly selects one of the two orthogonal bases
and encodes 0 and 1 respectively by a qubit
prepared in one of the two states in each base.
To be specific, Alice encodes 0 to |0⟩ or |+⟩, and
1 to |1⟩ or |−⟩, depending on the chosen basis
Z or X respectively. Bob measures the qubits
one by one, randomly selecting the basis from
the same set of bases. After the measurement,
Alice and Bob publicly announce the sequence of
bases used by them and discard the bases that
do not match. They identify the sequence of bits
corresponding to the bases that match and the
resulting bit string, followed by error correction and
privacy amplification [2], becomes the common
secret key.
An optimal eavesdropping strategy on the fourstate BB84 protocol has been presented by Fuchs
et al. (Phy. Rev. A, 1997). Later, Bruß (Phys.
Rev. Lett., 1998)} described the use of the basis
{
√
|0⟩+ı|1⟩ |0⟩−ı|1⟩
√
, √2
(ı = −1) along with the above
2
two to show that the BB84 protocol with three
conjugate bases (six-state protocol) provides improved security. Bruß had also shown that for the
six-state protocol, the mutual information between
Alice (the sender) and Eve (the eavesdropper) is
higher when two-bit probe is used compared to
the one-bit probe and hence provides a stronger
eavesdropping strategy. In this paper, we revisit
the problem towards a critical and concrete analysis in terms of Eve’s success probability in guessing the qubits that Alice has sent.
1.1. Types of Attack Models
The security of the BB84 protocol is based on
the fact that if one wants to distinguish two nonorthogonal quantum states, then obtaining any
information is only possible at the expense of
introducing disturbance in the state(s). There are
several works in the literature, e.g., [7], [8], [11],
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that studied the relationship between “the amount
of information obtained by Eve” and “the amount
of disturbance created on the qubits that Bob receives from Alice”. There are also several models
for analysis of these problems. As example, Eve
can work on each individual qubit as opposed to a
set of qubits studied together. While the first one is
called the incoherent attack [11], the second one
is known as the coherent attack [8]. In this paper,
we study the incoherent attack.
Another interesting issue in specifying the
eavesdropping scenario is whether there will be
equal error probability at Bob’s end corresponding
to different bases. If this is indeed equal, then we
call it symmetric and that is what we concentrate
on here. It creates certain constraint on Eve in
terms of extracting information from the communicated qubits, as the disturbance created on the
qubits that Bob receives should be equal for all
the bases. That is, as far as Alice and Bob are
concerned, the interference by Eve will produce
a binary symmetric channel between them, with
an error probability that we will denote by D.
There is also another model where this is not
equal and then we call the eavesdropping model
as asymmetric. Different error rates for different
bases would be a clear indication to Alice and
Bob that an eavesdropper (Eve) is interfering in
the communication line. One may refer to [8] for
details on this and it has been commented in
the same paper that given any asymmetric attack
(coherent or incoherent), one can always get a
symmetric attack that can match the results of the
non-symmetric strategy.

general setting. In [6], which is an independent
work around the same time as [14], the authors
calculate an achievable secret key rate for quantum key distribution with a finite number of signals
by evaluating the quantum conditional min-entropy
explicitly.
1.3. Organization and Contributions
In Section 2, we revisit the background material
in detail. Sections 3, 4, and 5 contain our main
contributions. We re-examine the security in the
light of Eve’s success probability of guessing what
was sent by Alice. In practice, Eve’s goal is to
determine the secret key bits that Alice sends to
Bob. Eve’s individual probes and hence individual
guesses are independent. After measurement of
the i-th probe, Eve makes a guess of the i-th
secret key bit, i.e., she has to decide whether the
i-th bit was 0 or 1. If her decided bit matches with
what Alice has sent, then we call it a success, else
it is an error. Eve’s strategy would be to minimize
the error probability in her guess, i.e., to maximize
the success probability.
The mutual information between Alice and Eve
gives a theoretical measure about the average
information contained in the random variable associated with one of them about the random variable
associated with the other. However, from the point
of view of guessing the secret key established
between Alice and Bob, Eve’s success probability
is a more practical parameter of cryptanalytic interest than the mutual information between Alice
and Eve. The difference between the attacker’s
success probability and the probability of random
guess (in this case, the probability of random
guess is 21 ) gives the attacker’s advantage.
In Section 3, we present an analysis of the
success probabilities of the four-state and the sixstate protocols and show that there is no extra
advantage of the two-bit probe over the one-bit
probe in the six-state protocol. We show that
these two probes do not differ in terms of success
probability of Eve’s guess about the bits sent by
Alice, though the mutual information is different.
Both in theoretical computer science and in
quantum physics, two-player game play a major
role. In Section 4, we discuss such a two-player
game from [12] and show the connection between
this game and symmetric incoherent attack on
BB84.
In Section 5, we propose a multi-round version
of the BB84 protocol. Using this strategy, Alice and
Bob can decrease Eve’s advantage. Though the
concept is similar to privacy amplification [2], we
study the multi-round communication as part of the
key distribution steps from a different viewpoint as
follows. Both in the traditional four-state BB84 protocol [1] and in the six-state one [7], Bob measures
first and then Alice publishes the bases she used.
Thus, while the six-state protocol is more secure
than the four-state one, the disadvantage of the

1.2. Mutual Information vs. Success Probability
In both [11], [7], the security of BB84 is analyzed
in terms of the mutual information between Alice
and Eve. When measuring her probe, Eve has two
choices. One option is that she measures both
her qubits - this is referred as a two-bit probe.
Alternatively, she can either measure only one of
her two qubits [5], [7] or may interact with one qubit
at her disposal - both of these lead to identical
results and therefore we refer any one of them
as one-bit probe. In [7], it was claimed that the
eavesdropping using the two-bit probe provides
identical information to Eve using the one-bit probe
in case of four-state protocol; however, for the
six-state protocol, the two-bit probe leaks more
information to Eve than the one-bit probe.
From cryptanalytic point of view, we show that
Eve has the same success probability in guessing
the bit transmitted by Alice in both the cases of
the two-bit and the one-bit probe. Thus, we point
out that having higher mutual information may
not directly lead to obtaining higher probability in
guessing the key bit.
In this context, one may look into the work [13],
where the operational meaning of min and maxentropy and their relations to guessing probability and fidelity have been discussed in the most
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ψ
example, if Eve obtains |E00
⟩ after measurement,
she knows that Bob has received |ψ⟩. The problem
with Eve is that, if she tries to extract such inforψ
ψ
ψ
mation with certainty, then |E00
⟩, |E01
⟩, |E10
⟩ and
ψ
|E11
⟩ need to be orthogonal and in that case the
error probability D′ at Bob’s end will be very high
ψ
and Bob will abort the protocol. Thus all of |E00
⟩,
ψ
ψ
ψ
|E01 ⟩, |E10 ⟩, |E11 ⟩ cannot be orthogonal and Eve
has to decide the relationship among these 2-qubit
states for optimal eavesdropping strategy.
Now let us consider the case for the {|0⟩, |1⟩}
basis.
√
√
U (|0⟩, |W ⟩) =
F |0⟩|E00 ⟩ + D|1⟩|E01 ⟩,
√
√
U (|1⟩, |W ⟩) =
D|0⟩|E10 ⟩ + F |1⟩|E11 ⟩. (2)

six-state scheme is that, on an average, only onethird of the qubits are kept and the rest two-third
are discarded, which is worse than in the case
of four-state scheme, where half of the received
qubits are discarded. Hence, for a fair comparison
between our multi-round versions of these two
protocols, we must ensure that the same number
of qubits communicated between Alice and Bob
and in the end, the secret keys established are
of the same bit length. In this setting, we critically
evaluate the security parameters of both the protocols.
2.

R
O
E
[7], [11]
In this section, we study a generic version of
BB84 with the bases {|0⟩, |1⟩} and {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥ ⟩},
where |ψ⟩ = a|0⟩+b|1⟩, a, b ∈ C and |ψ⊥ ⟩ = b∗ |0⟩−
a∗ |1⟩. We characterize the values of a, b based on
the eavesdropping model presented in [7], [11].
We take each of a, b nonzero, as otherwise both
the base will coincide (up to rotation). It is also
trivial to see that |a|2 + |b|2 = 1 from normality
condition. Under the symmetric incoherent optimal
eavesdropping strategy [7], [11], we get certain
constraints on a, b as given in Theorem 2 in the
next section. If one takes a state |ψ⟩ such that the
conditions on a, b as given in Theorem 2 are not
admitted, then the symmetric attack of [11] needs
to be modified properly.
Following [26], let {|ϕi ⟩|i = 1, . . . , N } and
{|Φi ⟩|i = 1, . . . , N } be two orthonormal bases
for an N dimensional Hilbert space. Such a pair
of bases will be called conjugate, if and only if
|⟨ϕi |Φj ⟩|2 = N1 for any i, j. Here ⟨ϕi |Φj ⟩ is the inner product between |ϕi ⟩, |Φj ⟩. The case N = 2 is
considered here. The analysis with non-conjugate
bases has been presented by Phoenix [18] and it
has been shown that the original proposal of [1]
using the conjugate bases provides the optimal
security.
In the absence of eavesdropper or any channel
noise, Bob exactly knows the state that has been
sent by Alice, if measured in the correct basis.
However, Eve’s interaction does not allow that to
happen. Consider the scenario when Alice sends
one of two orthogonal states |ψ⟩ and |ψ⊥ ⟩ to Bob
and Eve has her own initial two-qubit state |W ⟩.
Eve’s interaction with the state being sent from
Alice to Bob can be modeled as the action of a
unitary operator U on three qubits as follows.
√
√
ψ
ψ
U (|ψ⟩, |W ⟩) =
F ′ |ψ⟩|E00
⟩ + D′ |ψ⊥ ⟩|E01
⟩,
√
√
ψ
ψ
′
′
D |ψ⟩|E10 ⟩ + F |ψ⊥ ⟩|E11(1)
U (|ψ⊥ ⟩, |W ⟩) =
⟩.

The case for the generalized basis {|ψ⟩, |ψ⊥ ⟩} has
already been expressed in (1). As we are studying
the symmetric attack here, we consider that the
fidelity F and the disturbance D are same for all
the cases, i.e., F = F ′ and D = D′ .
We have considered |ψ⟩ = a|0⟩+b|1⟩ and |ψ⊥ ⟩ =
b∗ |0⟩ − a∗ |1⟩, where a, b are nonzero. Hence, by
linearity and then using Equation (2), we get
U (|ψ⟩, |W ⟩) =

aU (|0⟩, |W ⟩) + bU (|1⟩, |W ⟩)
√
√
= |0⟩(a F |E00 ⟩ + b D|E10 ⟩)
√
√
+|1⟩(a D|E01 ⟩ + b F |E11 ⟩).
(3)

Substituting |ψ⟩ = a|0⟩ + b|1⟩ and |ψ⊥ ⟩ = b∗ |0⟩ −
a∗ |1⟩ in the first one of Equation (1), we obtain
√
√
ψ
ψ
U (|ψ⟩, |W ⟩) = |0⟩(a F |E00
⟩ + b∗ D|E01
⟩)
√
√
ψ
ψ
∗
(4)
+|1⟩(b F |E00 ⟩ − a D|E01 ⟩).
Equating the right hand sides of Equations (3)
and (4), we get
√ ( 2
√
)
ψ
⟩ =
F |E00
F |a| |E00 ⟩ + |b|2 |E11 ⟩
√
+ D (ab∗ |E01 ⟩ + a∗ b|E10 ⟩) , (5)
√
√
ψ
D|E01
⟩ = ab F (|E00 ⟩ − |E11 ⟩)
√ (
)
− D a2 |E01 ⟩ − b2 |E10 ⟩ . (6)
Similarly, comparing two different expressions for
U (|ψ⊥ ⟩, |W ⟩), we get
√
√
ψ
D|E10
⟩ = a∗ b∗ F (|E00 ⟩ − |E11 ⟩)
)
√ (
+ D b∗ 2 |E01 ⟩ − a∗ 2 |E10 ⟩ , (7)
√
√ ( 2
)
ψ
F |E11
F |b| |E00 ⟩ + |a|2 |E11 ⟩
⟩ =
√
− D (ab∗ |E01 ⟩ + a∗ b|E10 ⟩) . (8)
As explained in [11], [8], for a symmetric attack,
we have the following constraints.
ψ
ψ
(i) The scalar products ⟨Eij |Ekl ⟩ and ⟨Eij
|Ekl
⟩,
are such that ⟨Eij |Ekl ⟩ = ⟨Ekl |Eij ⟩ and
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
⟨Eij
|Ekl
⟩ = ⟨Ekl
|Eij
⟩, for i, j, k, l ∈ {0, 1}.
This assumption implies that all the inner
products must be real.
(ii) Any element of {|E00 ⟩, |E11 ⟩} is orthogonal
to any element of {|E01 ⟩, |E10 ⟩}. Similar orthogonality condition holds between the pairs
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
{|E00
⟩, |E11
⟩} and {|E01
⟩, |E10
⟩}.

Thus, when Alice sends |ψ⟩ (respectively |ψ⊥ ⟩),
then Bob receives |ψ⟩ (respectively |ψ⊥ ⟩) with
probability F ′ (this is called fidelity) and receives
|ψ⊥ ⟩ (respectively |ψ⟩) with probability D′ (this is
called disturbance).
One may note that F ′ + D′ = 1.
After Bob measures the qubit he receives, Eve
tries to obtain information about Bob’s qubit. As
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ψ
ψ
(iii) Further, we take ⟨E00 |E11 ⟩ = ⟨E00
|E11
⟩ = x,
ψ
ψ
⟨E01 |E10 ⟩ = ⟨E01 |E10 ⟩ = y, where x, y are
real. It is evident that all the other inner
products are zero due to the orthogonality
conditions.
ψ
ψ
We have ⟨E00
|E01
⟩ = 0 and replacing them as
in (5) and (6), we get
[ (
)
ab(|a|2 − |b|2 )(1 − x) − D ab |a|2 − |b|2 (2 − x)
(
) ]
+ a3 b∗ − a∗ b3 y = 0.
(9)

From (9) we get the following
(
)
ab |a|2 − |b|2 (1 − x)
.
D=
ab (|a|2 − |b|2 ) (2 − x) + (a3 b∗ − a∗ b3 ) y
(10)
The expression of D in (10) is not defined when
the denominator is zero. Given y ̸=
( 0, the denom)
inator of (10) is 0 if and only if |a| = |b| = √12
(
)
AND arg( ab ) ≡ 0 mod π2 . Under this condition,
we get that a = ±b or ±ıb.
When a = ±b or ±ıb, D cannot be calculated
from (10) as the denominator will be zero. Howψ
ψ
ever, taking ⟨E01
|E01
⟩ = 1 and putting there the
ψ
expression of |E01 ⟩ from (6), we get the value of
D as follows
1−x
D =
, when a = ±b
(11)
2−x+y
1−x
=
(12)
, when a = ±ıb.
2−x−y

|ψ⟩ = a|0⟩ + b|1⟩, |ψ⊥ ⟩ = b∗ |0⟩ − a∗ |1⟩. We have (i)
1−x
D = 2−x+y
if and only if a, b are either both real
1−x
or both imaginary and (ii) D = 2−x−y
if and only if
one of a, b is real and the other one is imaginary.
Theorem 2 identifies that for such eavesdropping
where BB84 protocol is implemented with the
bases |0⟩, |1⟩ and |ψ⟩, |ψ⊥ ⟩, the form of |ψ⟩ is
restricted given 0 < x, y < 1. When r ̸= 1, then the
bases |0⟩, |1⟩ and |ψ⟩, |ψ⊥ ⟩ cannot be conjugate.
To have conjugate bases, one must take r = 1,
i.e., |a| = |b| = √12 . As the simplest example, it
is natural to consider a = b = √12 , which gives
√
√
|ψ⟩ = |0⟩+|1⟩
and |ψ⊥ ⟩ = |0⟩−|1⟩
that has indeed
2
2
been used in BB84 protocol [1]. On such conjugate
bases, the eavesdropping idea of [11] works that
we discuss in the next section.
√
In [11], the conjugate bases |0⟩, |1⟩ and |0⟩+|1⟩
,
2
|0⟩−|1⟩
√
2

have been considered. That is in this case,
1−x
a = b = √12 and D = 2−x+y
, as in Equation (11).
In [7], three conjugate bases |0⟩, |1⟩;
|0⟩−|1⟩
√
2

|0⟩+|1⟩
√
,
2

√
√
and |0⟩+ı|1⟩
, |0⟩−ı|1⟩
have been exploited
2
2
for the BB84 protocol. Thus, while considering
1−x
a = b = √12 one gets D = 2−x+y
, but in case
1
ı
1−x
√
√
of a = 2 , b = 2 we obtain D = 2−x−y
.
To have the symmetric attack possible, we need
1−x
1−x
2−x+y = 2−x−y and thus y = 0. For y = 0,
both (11) and (12) reduce to

1−x
.
(13)
2−x
However, there are complex numbers a, b,
where |a| = |b| = √12 , but a ̸= ±b, ±ıb and in
those case a, b are not as given in Theorem 2.
√1
As example, one can take, |ψ⟩ = 1+ı
2 |0⟩ + 2 |1⟩
and |ψ⊥ ⟩ = √12 |0⟩ − 1−ı
2 |1⟩. Symmetric attack in
the attack model of [7], [11] is not directly possible
in these cases when y is nonzero. However, if
Eve uses a phase-covariant cloner or orients her
probes appropriately, then she can mount the
same attack. Thus, by no choice of a, b, Alice and
Bob can avoid the symmetric attack on the fourstate protocol.
D=

Now consider the case when denominator of D
in (10) is not zero. It has already been considered
ψ
ψ
⟩ = 0. Now replacing them as in (5)
|E10
that ⟨E00
and (7) and plugging
in the value
(
) of D from (10),
we get (1 − x)y a2 b∗ 2 − a∗ 2 b2 = 0.
We have considered that ⟨E00 |E11 ⟩
=
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
⟨E00
|E11
⟩ = x, and ⟨E01 |E10 ⟩ = ⟨E01
|E10
⟩ = y,
where both x, y are real. Thus, it is natural to
consider that 0 < x, y < 1; otherwise, the vectors
will be either orthogonal
( or the same.
) In such a
situation,
from)(1−x)y a2 b∗ 2 − a∗ 2 b2 = 0, we get
( 2 ∗2
a b − a∗ 2 b2 = 0, i.e., ab∗ = ±a∗ b. This holds if
and only if a = ±rb, ±ırb, where r = |a|
|b| ̸= 1. The
r = 1 case has already been taken care of.
For r ̸= 1, when we put a = ±rb in (10), we
1−x
get D = 2−x+y
, as given in (11) already. Now
taking the inner product of both sides of (6) and (7)
ψ
ψ
1−x
and putting D = 2−x+y
, we get ⟨E01
|E10
⟩ =
( ∗ 2
)
∗ 2 2
y which has been assumed to be
(b ) + (a )
( ∗ 2
)2
y. Thus, (b ) + (a∗ )2 = 1, and given a = ±rb,
we obtain either both a, b are real of both a, b are
imaginary.
However, for r ̸= 1, if we put a = ±ırb in (10),
1−x
as in (12). Then following
we get D = 2−x−y
the similar manner as before, we get one of a, b
is real and the other one is imaginary. Thus we
have the following result. Consider symmetric
incoherent eavesdropping with 0 < x, y < 1, on
the BB84 protocol with the bases |0⟩, |1⟩ and

3. E
’ S
P
F
D
R
E
In this section, we critically revisit the attack
models of [11] and [7] in the light of success
probability of Eve’s guess about the qubit that was
actually sent by Alice. In the analysis, we require
to compute the probabilities of different related
events. These probabilities form the components
for the mutual information between Alice and Eve
as well as the success probability for Eve’s guess.
First in Section 3-1, we compute these individual
probabilities and for the sake of completeness
show the calculation of mutual information also.
Next in Section 3-2, we derive the success probabilities of Eve’s guess for various cases and
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√
√
U (|1⟩, |W ⟩) = D|0⟩|E10 ⟩ + F |1⟩|E11 ⟩, where
F = 1 − D.
If we rewrite the interactions expressed in [11,
Equations 50-51] in our notation, we obtain the
following expressions for |Eij ⟩’s.

√
√
√
√
|E00 ⟩ =
1 − D |00⟩+|11⟩
+ D |00⟩−|11⟩
, 
2
2

√ |01⟩−|10⟩ 
√

√
|E01 ⟩ =
−
1 − D |01⟩+|10⟩
D √2 , 
2
√
√
√
√

|E10 ⟩ =
1 − D |01⟩+|10⟩
+ D |01⟩−|10⟩
, 
2
2

√ |00⟩−|11⟩
√

|00⟩+|11⟩
√
√
|E ⟩ =
1−D
− D
. 

discuss how they give different insight from mutual
information.
We introduce a few notations for the sake of
our analysis. Let A, B, V be the random variables
corresponding to the bit sent by Alice, the bit
received by Bob and the outcome observed by
Eve due to her measurement. Eve performs the
measurement after Alice and Bob announce their
bases. After the announcement, Eve discards the
probes corresponding to the qubits for which Alice
and Bob’s bases do not match and works with the
probes corresponding to the bases that match. For
one-bit probe, Eve measures her second qubit in
the bases Z or X, as used by Alice. Similarly,
for two-bit probe, Eve measures in the bases
{|00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩, |11⟩} when Alice and Bob use the
Z basis and she measures in the basis {| + +⟩, | +
−⟩, | − +⟩, | − −⟩} when Alice and Bob use the X
basis. In this paper, we calculate all probabilities
considering the Z basis only. Symmetry gives the
same results when the X basis is used. Hence,
without loss of generality, V can be assumed to be
in {0, 1} for one-bit probe, and it can be assumed
to be in {00, 01, 10, 11} for two-bit probe. In the
subsequent discussion, we use the term Eve’s
observation to denote the observed outcome V of
her measurement.

11

=

P (A = i) · P (V = v | A = i)
P (V = v)
P (A = i) · P (V = v | A = i)
∑
P (A = j) · P (V = v | A = j)

(18)

j=0,1

=

P (V = v | A = i)
(19)
.
P (V = v | A = 0) + P (V = v | A = 1)

Again, the likelihoods P (V = v | A = i) are
computed as
P (B = 0 | A = i)P (V = v | A = i, B = 0)
+P (B = 1 | A = i)P (V = v | A = i, B = 1)
= P (B = 0 | A = i)P (V = v | Ei0 )
(20)
+P (B = 1 | A = i)P (V = v | Ei1 ).
After the announcement of the bases in the BB84
protocol, Eve measures her qubit in the corresponding bases. The likelihoods for the attack
in [11] when computed using Equation (20) turns
out to be as shown in Table 1 below.

(14)

and the mutual information between Alice and Eve
is given by
I AV = H(A) − H(A|V ),

2

(17)
For i ∈ {0, 1}, by Bayes’ Theorem, Eve’s posterior
probability
P (A = i | V = v) of what Alice sent is given by

3.1. Probability Analysis and Mutual Information
We follow the standard definitions of mutual information and conditional entropy from information
theory [9]. The mutual information between Alice
and Bob is given by
I AB = H(A) − H(A|B),

2

(15)

A=0
A=1

where H(·) is the Shannon entropy function.
We assume that Alice randomly generates the
bits to be transmitted, so that P (A = 0) = P (A =
1) = 12 . Hence H(A) = − 12 log2 ( 12 )− 12 log2 ( 12 ) = 1.
Also,
P (B = 0 | A = 1) = P (B = 1 | A = 0) = D and
P (B = 0 | A = 0) = P (B = 1 | A = 1) = 1 − D.
Hence, P (B = 0) = P (B = 1) = 21 and the conditionals P (A | B) are identical with the conditionals
P (B | A). Thus,
H(A | B = 0) = H(A | B = 1) = −D log2 (D) −
(1 − D) log2 (1 − D) and
H(A | B) = P (B = 0)H(A | B = 0) + P (B =
1)H(A | B = 1)
= −D log2 (D) − (1 − D) log2 (1 − D). So from
Equation (14) we have

Marginal of V

1
2
1
2

V =0
√
+ √D(1 − D)
− D(1 − D)
1
2

1
2
1
2

V =1
√
− √D(1 − D)
+ D(1 − D)
1
2

TABLE 1: Values of P (V = v | A = i) =
P (A = i | V = v) for the attack model
of [11].
For example, P (V = 0 | A = 0) is
given by P (B = 0 | A = 0)P (V
=
0 | E00 ) + P (B = ( 1 (
| A = 0)P (V
=
√ ))2
√
1
1−D+ D
0 | E01 ) = (1 − D) · √2
+
))2
( (√
√
√
1−D+ D
= 12 + D(1 − D) =
D · √12
f (D), say.
Note that since P (A = 0) = P (A = 1) = 12 ,
the half of the sum of each column in Table 1
gives the marginal probability of V for that column.
In Equation (18), putting the value of P (V =
v | A = i) from Table 1, we find that the posteriors
are identical with the corresponding likelihoods.
Hence H(A | V = 0) = H(A | V = 1) =
−f (D) log2 f (D) − (1 − f (D)) log2 (1 − f (D)).

I AB = 1 + D log2 (D) + (1 − D) log2 (1 − D). (16)
Recall that (one may refer to Section 2 for details)
the general unitary transformation designed by
Eve is as follows:
√
√
U (|0⟩, |W ⟩) = F |0⟩|E00 ⟩ + D|1⟩|E01 ⟩, and
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Also, from Table 1, we have P (V = 0) = P (V =
1) = 21 , giving H(A|V ) = P (V = 0)H(A | V =
0) + P (V = 1)H(A | V = 1) = −f (D) log2 f (D) −
(1 − f (D)) log2 (1 − f (D)). Substituting in Equation (15), we have
I AV = 1+f (D) log2 f (D)+(1 − f (D)) log2 (1 − f (D)) .
(21)
Note that the above computation is shown assuming a one-bit probe. It is easy to show that,
for the four-state protocol, the one-bit and the
two-bit probes give identical mutual information
between Alice and Eve. The expression for this
mutual information is given by Equation (21) which
matches with [11, Equation 65].
Next, the interactions of [7, Equations 9-15],
when expressed
in our notations, become |E00 ⟩ =
√
β|10⟩ + 1 − √
|β|2 |01⟩, |E01 ⟩ = |00⟩, |E10 ⟩ = |11⟩,
and |E11 ⟩ =
1 − |β|2 |10⟩ + β|01⟩. From Equation (13) (Section 2), we obtain, D = 1−x
2−x , which
gives, x = 1−2D
.
Noting
that,
x
=
⟨E
|E11 ⟩, we
00
1−D
get
(
)
√
D(2 − 3D)
1
2
|β| =
1+
.
(22)
2
1−D
Technically, the square-root in Equation (22)
should be written with a ± sign. However, for
simplicity, we show all calculation with the + sign
here. The calculation with the − sign would be
similar.
A=0
A=1

V =0
D + (1 − D)|β|2
1 − D − (1 − D)|β|2

V =1
1 − D − (1 − D)|β|2
D + (1 − D)|β|2

Marginal of V

1
2

1
2

Now, consider the two-bit probe. The likelihoods
for [7] when computed using Equation (20) turns
out to be as shown in Table 3.
From Equation (18), the posteriors are computed as given in Table 4. Hence H(A | V =
00) = H(A | V = 11) = 0 and H(A | V =
01)
= )H(A (| V = ) 10) = −|β|2 log2 |β|2 −
(
1 − |β|2 log2 1 − |β|2
= h(D) (say). Thus,
H(A|V ) = P (V = 00)H(A | V = 00) + P (V =
01)H(A | V = 01) + P (V = 10)H(A | V =
1−D
10)+P (V = 11)H(A | V = 11) = D
2 ·0+ 2 ·h(D)+
1−D
D
2 · h(D) + 2 · 0 = (1 − D) · h(D). Substituting in
Equation (15), we have
I2AV = 1 − (1 − D)h(D).

(25)

Again, this matches with [7, Equation 17].
If one plots the curves of I AV , I1AV and I2AV
against D, one can find that for all values of
D ∈ (0, 21 ), the relation I1AV < I2AV < I AV
holds. From this, it is concluded in [7] that the sixstate protocol is more secure than the four-state
protocol. Moreover, within the six-state protocol,
two-bit probe helps Eve in obtaining more mutual
information than the one-bit probe. However, we
present a different view on both of these claims.
3.2. Optimal Success Probability and Its Implications

TABLE 2: Values of P (V = v | A = i) =
P (A = i | V = v) for one-bit probe of [7].
For one-bit probe, the likelihoods for [7] when
computed using Equation (20) turns out to be as
shown in Table 2.
From Equation (18), we find that in this case
also, the posteriors are identical with the corresponding likelihoods.
For ease of calculation, let us denote
)
√
1(
1 + D + D(2 − 3D) .
f1 (D) = D+(1−D)|β|2 =
2
(23)
Hence H(A | V = 0) = H(A | V = 1)
can be written as −f1 (D) log2 f1 (D) −
(1 − f1 (D)) log2 (1 − f1 (D)).
Also, from Table 2, we have P (V = 0) = P (V =
1) = 21 , giving H(A|V ) = P (V = 0)H(A | V =
0)+P (V = 1)H(A | V = 1) = −f1 (D) log2 f1 (D)−
(1 − f1 (D)) log2 (1 − f1 (D)). Substituting in Equation (15), we have

We introduce a few relevant definitions first and
then proceed with the analysis.
Definition 1: A strategy S of the Eavesdropper
is a function of her observation v such that for each
v, it produces a unique guess S(v) about the bit
sent by Alice to Bob.
Definition 2: For some observation v, if the
Eavesdropper’s guess matches with the bit sent
by Alice, i.e., if S(v) = A, we call this event a
success.
Definition 3: For some observation v, if the
Eavesdropper’s guess does not match with the bit
sent by Alice, i.e., if S(v) ̸= A, we call this event
a failure or an error.
Thus, the conditional error probability of Eve is
given by P (error | V = v) = P (S(v) ̸= A | V = v)
and the error probability of Eve is given by
∑
P (error) =
P (V = v)P (error | V = v)
=

v
∑

P (V = v)P (S(v) ̸= A | V =(26)
v).

v

The success probability of Eve is given by
P (success) = 1 − P (error).
Definition 4: If P (success) is the success probability of the Eavesdropper in guessing the bit sent
by Alice through some strategy S, and P (prior) is
the probability denoting the Eavesdropper’s prior
knowledge about the bit sent by Alice before apI1AV = 1+f1 (D) log2 f1 (D)+(1 − f1 (D)) log2 (1 − f1 (D)) .plying any strategy, then the advantage of the
(24)
Eavesdropper for the particular strategy is defined
This expression matches with [7, Equation 18].
as A(D) = |P (success) − P (prior)| .
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A=0
A=1

V = 00
D
0

V = 01
1 − D − (1 − D)|β|2
(1 − D)|β|2

V = 10
(1 − D)|β|2
1 − D − (1 − D)|β|2

V = 11
0
D

Marginal of V

D
2

1−D
2

1−D
2

D
2

TABLE 3: Values of P (V = v | A = i) for two-bit probe of [7].

A=0
A=1

V = 00
1
0

V = 01
1 − |β|2
|β|2

V = 10
|β|2
1 − |β|2

V = 11
0
1

Marginal of V

D
2

1−D
2

1−D
2

D
2

can write the expected payoff as


n ∑
n
n
n
n
∑
∑
∑
∑
R=
qi pj rij =
qi 
pj rij  =
qi Ri ,

TABLE 4: Values of P (A = i | V = v) for
two-bit probe of [7].

i=1 j=1

i=1

j=1

i=1

∑n

where Ri =
j=1 pj rij is the expected payoff
associated with the guess i.
Suppose Rm is the maximum amongst the Ri ’s.
Since, qi ≥ 0 for all i, (Ri ≤ Rm ) =⇒ (qi Ri ≤
qi Rm ). Then we can write

Since Alice chooses the bit to be sent uniformly at
random over {0, 1}, in our case P (prior) = 12 and
so A(D) = P (success) − 12 .
Maximizing the success probability or the advantage is equivalent to minimizing the error probability. Note that Eve’s success or error probability
is a feature of the particular strategy devised by
Eve. Her goal is to choose the best possible
strategy in determining the secret key.
Definition 5: Out of all possible strategies, the
one giving the maximum success probability or
the minimum error probability, is called the optimal strategy Sopt . The corresponding success (or
error) probability is called the optimal success
(or error) probability of the Eavesdropper and
the corresponding advantage is called the optimal
advantage of the Eavesdropper.
We first formulate a guessing game associated
with an event with discrete outcomes and prove
a general result about the optimal guess. Though
there may be many closely associated results in
the domain of decision theory or operation research, to the best of our knowledge, this result
has not appeared in the literature in this form.
As a corollary of this result, we will show how
Eve can decide the optimal strategy. Suppose an
event has n possible outcomes having
∑nprobability
distribution {pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, with
i=1 pi = 1.
Consider a game where one has to guess the
correct outcome and the payoff for guessing an
outcome i when the actual outcome is j is given by
a real number rij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The optimal strategy (that maximizes the expected payoff)
would be to deterministically guess the outcome
i corresponding to the maximum of the values
∑
n
Any general strategy
j=1 pj rij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
can be represented by a probability distribution
{qi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} over the guessed values. In other
words, if one adopts the strategy {qi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
then one declares with probability qi that the outcome is i. For the strategy {qi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, we

R=

n
∑
i=1

qi Ri ≤

n
∑

qi Rm = Rm

i=1

n
∑

qi = Rm ·1 = Rm .

i=1

This implies that in any strategy the overall expected payoff can never exceed the value Rm .
The optimal strategy that achieves this payoff is
therefore the one with qm = 1 and qi = 0 for all
i ̸= m.
Eve’s optimal strategy is given by
Sopt (v) = argmax P (A = i | V = v) ,
i

and the corresponding optimal success probability
is given by
∑
Popt (success) =
max P (A = i, V = v) ,
i

v

where the notation argmax denotes the particular
i

value iopt of the argument i which maximizes the
above conditional probability across all values i.
Since P (V = v) is independent of the strategy S,
an optimum strategy that minimizes P (error) must
minimize P (S(v) ̸= A | V = v) for each v, as per
Equation (26). In other words, for each v, it should
maximize P (S(v) = A | V = v). For each v, this
problem is a special case of Theorem 3-2, with
{pi } as the conditional distribution P (A = i | V =
v), and
{
1, for i = j;
rij = δji =
0, otherwise.
According to the result of Theorem 3-2, S(v)
should always produce a guess i ∈ {0, 1} for
which P (A = i|V = v) is maximum. For the
particular observation v, denote this optimal value
of i by iopt (v). With this optimal strategy, the
optimal
∑ error probability turns out to be Popt (error)
=
= v)P (A ̸= iopt (v) | V = v) =
v P (V
∑
v P (A ̸= iopt (v), V = v) and the optimal success probability becomes
Popt (success) = 1 − Popt (error) = 1 −
∑
v P (A ̸= iopt (v), V = v)

A positive value may be interpreted as a reward, a negative
value may be interpreted as a penalty and a zero value as no
loss no gain.
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∑
= v P (A = iopt (v), V = v). Hence the result follows.
Since P (A = 0) = P (A = 1) = 12 , if we multiply
each likelihood in Tables 1, 2 and 3 by 12 , we
get the corresponding joint probabilities P (A =
i, V = v)’s and the optimal success probability is
given by summing the maximum joint probability
(corresponding to the row iopt (v)) for each column
v.
Thus, for the attack model of [11], the optimal
success probability is computed from Table 1 as
)
(
1 1 √
4state
Popt
(success) =
+ D(1 − D)
2 2
(
)
1 1 √
+ D(1 − D)
+
2 2
1 √
=
(27)
+ D(1 − D) = f (D).
2
It can be easily shown that, like the mutual information, the success probabilities are also the
same in both the probes (one-bit and two-bit) for
the four-state protocol.
Since the six-state protocol [7] has different
mutual information between Alice and Eve for
the one-bit and the two-bit probes, one may be
tempted to conclude that Eve has different success probabilities in these two probes. However,
we are going to show that this is not the case. In
spite of having different mutual information, both
the probes lead to the same success probability
for the six-state protocol.
For the one-bit probe of the six-state protocol [7], the optimal success probability is computed
from Table 2 as
)
1(
6state
(success) =
Popt1
D + (1 − D)|β 2 |
2
)
1(
+ D + (1 − D)|β|2
2
(28)
= D + (1 − D)|β|2 = f1 (D).

In Figure 1, we plot (as functions of the disturbance D) the optimal mutual information between
Alice and Eve (on the left) and the optimal success
probability of Eve’s guess (on the right).
As an illustrative example, we show the values
of the probabilities for D = 16 in Table 5. The opOne-bit Probe
V =0
V =1
A=0
A=1
Marg. V

5
6
1
6
1
2

1
6
5
6
1
2

V = 00
1
0
1
12

Two-bit Probe
V = 01
V = 10
1
5
4
5
5
12

4
5
1
5
5
12

V = 11
0
1
1
12

TABLE 5: Values of P (A = i | V = v) for
D = 16 for both one- and two-bit probes
of [7].
timal success probability in one-bit probe is given
by 56 · 12 + 56 · 12 = 56 and that in two-bit probe turns
1
5
5
1
out to be the same: 1· 12
+ 45 · 12
+ 45 · 12
+1· 12
= 56 .
But the mutual information in the first case is
1 + 56 log2 56 + 61(log2 16 = 0.3500 and
) in the second
case is 1 + 56 · 45 log2 45 + 51 log2 15 = 0.3984.
According to Definition 4, the optimal advantages of the eavesdropper in the four-state and
in the six-state protocols are respectively given by
√
A4 (D) = D(1 − D).
(30)
√
D(2 − 3D)
A6 (D) =
.
(31)
2
Thus, though Eve has more mutual information
in the two-bit probe, that does not give any extra
cryptographic advantage in guessing the bit sent
by Alice. So from the point of view of cryptanalysis, both the one-bit probe and two-bit probe are
equivalent even in the six-state BB84.
However, from Figure 1, it can be clearly observed that the six-state variant of the BB84 protocol is more secure than the traditional fourstate BB84, both from the point of view of mutual
information and from the point of view of success
probability.
D+

Note that in the above derivation, we have used
the fact that D + (1 − D)|β|2 ≥ 1 − D − (1 − D)|β 2 |,
which follows from D + (1 − D)|β 2 | ≥ 12 as per
Equation (23).
For the two-bit probe of [7], the optimal success
probability is computed from Table 3 as

4.

P
R
E
G
Kempe and Vidick have analyzed a special twoplayer
game in [12]. In this game, a referee (or
1
1
6state
verifier) chooses a pair of questions from some
Popt2
(success) =
· D + · (1 − D)|β|2
2
2
distribution and sends one to each of two non1
1
communicating players (or provers). They send
+ · (1 − D)|β|2 + · D
2
2
their answers (taken from some finite set) to the
= D + (1 − D)|β|2 = f1 (D).
(29)
referee. The referee, based on the questions and
answers, decides whether to accept or reject. If
Note that in the above derivation, we have used
both the answers are correct, the referee accepts
2
2
the fact that (1 − D)|β| ≥ 1 − D − (1 − D)|β |,
them and the players win the game. The main
1
2
which follows from |β | ≥ 2 as per Equation (22).
question of interest is: what is the maximum winHence, we have the following result. For all D ∈
ning probability, i.e., the probability that both the
1
(0, 2 ),
answers are correct.
6state
6state
4state
It is well known that one can reduce the value
Popt1
(success) = Popt2
(success) < Popt
(success).
of the above probability by repeating the game
sequentially or by repeating it in parallel with
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C

Figure 1: Optimal mutual information and optimal success probability as a function of disturbance
D.

several independent pairs of players. But there
remains an interesting question: “Is there a way
to decrease the maximum winning probability of
the game without increasing the number of rounds
or the number of players?” Parallel repetition is
a method that attempts to achieve this. In an nparallel repeated game, the referee chooses n
pairs of questions independently and sends to
each player his corresponding n-tuple of questions. Each player then replies with an n-tuple of
answers, which are accepted if and only if each of
the n answer pairs would have been accepted in
the original game.
Before the work of [12], no parallel repetition
result was known for entangled games, i.e., where
the players share quantum entanglement. The
authors of [12] showed for the first time that the
winning probability of entangled games can be
decreased through parallel repetition.
Recently, it has been shown in [25] that strong
parallel repetition holds in general for entanglement games and the winning probability for an
n-parallel repeated entanglement game is given
by the n-th power of the winning probability of the
original game. Using this result, the authors of [25]
have proved that BB84 QKD scheme is one-sided
device-independent, i.e., the security holds even
if Bob’s quantum device is arbitrarily malicious, as
long as Alice’s device behaves perfectly.
Now we model the symmetric incoherent eavesdropping on BB84 as a parallel repetition game.
Consider Alice to be the referee and Eve and Bob
as two entangled players. They have to guess the
bit Alice has sent. If both the guesses are correct,
then Alice accepts the answers and the game is
won.

Consider the four-state BB84 and first assume
that Alice sends |0⟩. As discussed in Section 3,
the joint state of Bob and Eve is given by
√
√
U |0⟩|W ⟩ = 1 − D|0⟩|E00 ⟩ + D|1⟩|E01 ⟩.
Substituting the values of |E00 ⟩ and |E01 ⟩ from
Equation (17), we get
√
√
1 [√
1 − D( 1 − D + D)|000⟩
U |0⟩|W ⟩ = √
2
√
√
√
+ 1 − D( 1 − D − D)|011⟩
√ √
√
+ D( 1 − D − D)|101⟩
]
√ √
√
+ D( 1 − D + D)|110⟩ .
Similarly, when Alice sends |1⟩, the joint state of
Bob and Eve is given by
√
√
1 [√
U |1⟩|W ⟩ = √
1 − D( 1 − D − D)|100⟩
2
√
√
√
+ 1 − D( 1 − D + D)|111⟩
√
√ √
+ D( 1 − D + D)|001⟩
]
√ √
√
+ D( 1 − D − D)|010⟩ .
Both Bob and Eve measure their respective particles in the computational basis. Hence, we can
list the outcomes of the measurements with associated probabilities in Table 6.
The winning conditions correspond to the first
and the last rows of Table 6. Since Alice sends 0
and 1 with equal probability, the winning probability
of the four-state BB84 game is given by
(
)
1 √
P 4state (win) = (1 − D)
+ D(1 − D) .
2
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With the above motivation, we define a variant of
BB84, called m-BB84 in Table 5. In this protocol,
Alice and Bob establish m different keys of the
same length by running m independent instances
of BB84 and finally establish the actual secret key
by bitwise XOR-ing the individual keys together.
The main idea behind this scheme is the fact that
when several biased bits are XOR-ed together, the
bias in the XOR output bit becomes smaller than
the bias of each bit. The concept is in the direction
to privacy amplification [2]. However, the motivation here is to compare the four-state and sixstate protocol under the same footage. Any postprocessing including privacy amplification can be
performed on the string produced by the multiround BB84.
1em boxed [htbp] Alice and Bob run m independent BB84 instances. (The instances may either
be run sequentially, or they may be run in parallel
in separate channels) Suppose they establish m
many n-bit secret keys, namely, k1 , k2 , . . . , km Let
ki,j be the j-th bit of the key ki established in the
i-th instance of BB84, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n The
j-th bit of the final secret key K is given
by Kj = k1,j ⊕ k2,j ⊕ · · · ⊕ km,j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
1em
The bias in Kj , the j-th bit of the final key K, depends on the biases in the j-th bits of the individual
keys. We can use the Piling-up Lemma [24] stated
below to compute the bias in Kj . We present the
proof also for the sake of completeness. [Pilingup Lemma] Let ϵi be the bias in the binary random
variable Xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, i.e., P (Xi = 0) = 21 +ϵi
and P (Xi = 1) = 12 − ϵi . Then the bias in the
random variable X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xm is given by
2m−1 ϵ1 ϵ2 . . . ϵm , considering the individual random
variables as independent.
The result trivially
holds for m = 1. For m = 2, we have

TABLE 6: BB84 game in presence of symmetric incoherent eavesdropping
A
0

1

B

E (2nd qubit)

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

(Probability
)
√
1
+ D(1 − D)
(2
)
√
(1 − D) 12 − D(1 − D)
(
)
√
D 12 + D(1 − D)
(
)
√
D 12 − D(1 − D)
(
)
√
D 12 − D(1 − D)
(
)
√
D 12 + D(1 − D)
(
)
√
(1 − D) 12 − D(1 − D)
(
)
√
(1 − D) 12 + D(1 − D)
(1 − D)

By a similar analysis, it can be shown that the
winning probability for the six-state BB84 case is
given by
(
)
√
1 D + D(2 − 3D)
6state
P
(win) = (1 − D)
+
.
2
2
Thus, we see that
P 6state (win) < P 4state (win).
The inequality remains when each side is raised to
n-th power for n ≥ 1. Hence, for n qubits transmitted between Alice and Bob, the n-parallel repeated
six-state BB84 has smaller winning probability
than the n-parallel repeated four-state version.
An interesting implication of the above analysis
is that by changing from four-state to six-state
version, it is possible to reduce the winning probability of the game, not only without increasing the
number of rounds or the number of players but
also without parallel repetition. To the best of our
knowledge, this connection has not been identified
earlier.
5.

C
C

F

S -S
S

N

P (X1 ⊕ X2 = 0)
= P (X1 = 0, X2 = 0) + P (X1 = 1, X2 = 1)
(
)(
) (
)(
)
1
1
1
1
=
+ ϵ1
+ ϵ2 +
− ϵ1
− ϵ2
2
2
2
2
1
=
+ 2ϵ1 ϵ2
2

P
Q

For BB84 with four states, on average half of the
qubits communicated by Alice to Bob is discarded
due to mismatch in their bases. For the six-state
protocol, the expected number of discarded qubits
is two-third of the total number of qubits communicated. So for a fair comparison, we must take the
same values of
1) the length of the secret key established, and
2) the total number of qubits communicated
in both the protocols. To establish a secret key of
length n bits, the four-state protocol must communicate around 4n qubits (in the practical scenario,
the exact number is little more than 4n) and the
six-state protocol must communicate around 6n
qubits (practically little more than that). Therefore,
in order to match the total number of bits communicated, the four-state protocol may be repeated
3t times and the six-states protocol should be
repeated 2t times for any positive integer t.

and hence the bias is 22−1 ϵ1 ϵ2 . Assume that the
result holds for m = ℓ, i.e., the bias in XOR of ℓ
variables is given by δ = 2ℓ−1 ϵ1 ϵ2 . . . ϵl . Now, for
k = ℓ + 1, taking Y = X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xℓ , we
can apply the result for k = 2 to obtain the bias
in Y ⊕ Xℓ+1 as 2δϵℓ+1 = 2ℓ ϵ1 ϵ2 . . . ϵℓ+1 . Hence,
by induction, the result holds for any m. Now,
we can formulate the optimal advantage of the
adversary for m-BB84 as follows. For a disturbance D in each qubit of the individual instances
of BB84, the optimal advantages of the adversary
in guessing a bit of the final( key of m-BB84
)m are
√
m−1
D(1 − D) , and
given by A4 (D, m) = 2
(
)m
√
1
A6 (D, m) = 2 D + D(2 − 3D)
corresponding to the four-state and the six-state protocols
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respectively.
For any bit position j, the computation of the bias follows in the same manner.
Hence, without loss of generality, fix a bit position
j. Corresponding to this position, there are m key
bits, each having the same bias ϵi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The
value of this bias is given by Equation (30) for the
four-state protocol and by Equation (31) for the sixstate protocol. By substituting these expressions
for ϵi in Lemma 5, the result follows. Note that
Equations (30) and (31) can be considered as
special cases of Theorem 5 with m = 1, i.e., they
represent A4 (D, 1) and A6 (D, 1) respectively.
In principle, the higher the value of m, the
greater is the reduction of Eve’s advantage. However, one should keep in mind that with increasing
m, the effective disturbance perceived by Bob also
increases. We can formulate this by the following
result. For a disturbance D in the channel for
each qubit of the individual instances of BB84,
the effective disturbance perceived by Bob for
each bit of the final (key of) m-BB84 is given by
m
∆(D, m) = 12 − 2m−1 12 − D . A disturbance D
corresponds to( a no-error
(success) probability
)
(
) of
1 − D = 12 + 12 − D , i.e., a bias of 12 − D at
Bob’s end. For any bit position j, the computation
follows in the same manner. Hence, without loss
of generality, fix a bit position j. Corresponding to
this position, there are( m key
) bits, each having
the same bias ϵi = 12 − D , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. By
Lemma 5, the equivalent bias (of no-error) for the
j-th bit (and so
( for each
)m bit) of the final key is
given by 2m−1 12 − D . Thus, the equivalent noerror probability for each
( bit )ofm the final key is
given by s = 12 + 2m−1 12 − D . The equivalent
disturbance is given by 1 − s.
As discussed already, for fair comparison we
should always compare four-state 3t-BB84 with
six-state 2t-BB84 for any fixed integral value of
t. Because of Theorem 5, higher t means more
error for Alice and Bob. Hence, we would restrict
our subsequent discussion for t = 1, i.e, we would
compare the four-state 3-BB84 with the six-state 2BB84, though in principle similar comparison holds
for any t.
We consider three scenarios for our comparative study. Let D4 and D6 denote the disturbances
in each qubit of the individual instances of the
four and the six-state protocols respectively. For
comparison in equal footing, we take D6 = D and
express all other quantities in terms of D.

the traditional 4-state BB84 [1] than the 6-state
modification [7]. However, we note that A4 (D, 3) ≤
A6 (D, 2) for D ≤ 0.27 (up to two decimal places).
Thus, at the expense of same number of qubits,
for the range of disturbance ≤ 0.27, the fourstate BB84 is more secure (as eavesdropper obtains less information) than the six-state BB84 in
the model we discussed above. But this greater
security comes at the cost of greater effective
disturbance at Bob’s end, as depicted by the plot.
As a numerical example, consider D = 0.1.
Then A4 (D, 1) = 0.3, which is more than
A6 (D, 1) = 0.2562. Again, A4 (D, 3) = 0.108, which
is less than A6 (D, 2) = 0.1312, implying that the
four-state 3-BB84 is more secure. However, its
effective disturbance ∆(D4 , 3) = 0.244 is more
than that of the six-state 2-BB84 one, which is
∆(D6 , 2) = 0.18.
5.2. Scenario 2: Equal Effective Disturbance in
Each Bit of the Final Key of Four-state and Sixstate BB84
In this scenario, we consider that Eve chooses
different values of D4 and D6 so that the effective
disturbances ∆(D4 , 3) and ∆(D6 , 2) are equal.
Using Theorem 5, we can write ∆(D4 , 3) = 12 −
(
)3
(
)2
22 12 − D4 , and ∆(D6 , 2) = 21 − 2 12 − D6 .
Equating the right hand sides and substituting
( (
)2 ) 13
D6 = D, we obtain D4 = 21 − 12 12 − D
. Now
we plot Eve’s optimal advantages A4 (D4 , 3) and
A6 (D6 , 2) using Theorem 5 and the quantities for
Bob’s disturbances in Figure 2 (middle). Note that
for the entire range of D, the four-state 3-BB84 is
more secure than the six-state 2-BB84.
As a numerical example, consider D6 = 0.1.
Then ∆(D6 , 2) = 0.18. For ∆(D4 , 3) to have the
same value, we must have D4 = 0.0691. For
the single instance, we have A4 (D4 , 1) = 0.2536
to be marginally less than A6 (D6 , 1) = 0.2562,
but for multiple instances with the same number
of qubits, A4 (D4 , 3) = 0.0653 is much less than
A6 (D6 , 2) = 0.1312.
5.3. Scenario 3: Equal Advantages for Eve for
Four-state 3-BB84 and Six-state 2-BB84
From
(√ Theorem)3 5, we have A4 (D4 , 3) =
2
2
D4 (1 − D4 ) , and
)2
√
1(
D6 + D6 (2 − 3D6 ) .
2
Equating the right hand sides and substituting
D6 = D, we obtain
√
(
) 43
√
1 1
D4 = −
1 − D + D(2 − 3D) .
2 2
In Figure 2 (bottom), we plot Bob’s effective disturbances ∆(D4 , 3) and ∆(D6 , 2) using Theorem 5,
along with Eve’s advantages. Here also, the fourstate protocol offers more (individual as well as
A6 (D6 , 2) =

5.1. Scenario 1: Equal Disturbance in Each Qubit
of the Individual Instances of Four-state and Sixstate BB84
Here, D4 = D6 = D. In Figure 2 (top), we plot
the optimal advantages of Eve and the effective
disturbances of Bob as a function of the disturbance D for D ∈ [0, 12 ].
As pointed out in [7], one can note that for
all D ∈ [0, 0.5], A4 (D, 1) > A6 (D, 1). That is,
the eavesdropper can obtain more information in
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Figure 2: Eavesdropper’s advantages and Bob’s disturbances against D6 = D, for three cases:
Scenario 1 (top), Scenario 2 (middle) and Scenario 3 (bottom).
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effective) disturbance at Bob’s end than the sixstate one.
As a numerical example, consider D6 = 0.1.
Then A6 (D6 , 2) = 0.1312. For A4 (D4 , 3) to have
the same value, we must have D4 = 0.1159. The
effective disturbances are ∆(D4 , 3) = 0.2734 >
∆(D6 , 2) = 0.18. Also, for the single instances,
A4 (D4 , 1) = 0.3201 > A6 (D6 , 1) = 0.2562.
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An Algebraic Security Evaluation Approach
of Certain Encryption Techniques
Miodrag J. Mihaljević

Abstract—This paper presents a security evaluation of certain encryption schemes in a chosen plaintext attack scenario from a computational
complexity point of view. The evaluation shows
that the computational complexity security is lower
bounded by the complexity of the related LPN
(Learning from Parity with Noise) problem in both
the average and worst case.
Index Terms—randomized encryption, homophonic coding, error-correction coding, stream ciphers, randomness, security evaluation, LPN problem.

1. I
Randomized encryption techniques form a class
of encryption procedures, which encipher a message by randomly choosing a ciphertext from a set
of ciphertexts, that corresponds to the message
under a given current encryption key [29]. Another
class of cryptographic primitives which uses the
employment of pure randomness to provide security is that of wiretap coding [32], where joint
employment of randomness and dedicated coding
at a transmitter is exploited to enhance the security
of data transmission over noisy channels.
Homophonic coding (see [15] and [21]) is
a natural technique to enhance the security
of systems employing the encoding-encryption
paradigm, since it injects extra randomness in the
system, which increases the confusion of a possible adversary by amplifying the channel noise
that he experiences. This idea has been recently
exploited in [28], for the same class of randomized encryption schemes as that considered in
this current work, where it was shown from an
information-theoretic point of view that with the aid
of a dedicated homophonic encoder, the amount
of uncertainty that the adversary must face about
the secret key given all the information he could
gather during different passive or active attacks
he can mount, is a decreasing function of the
samples available for cryptanalysis. This means
that there is a threshold before which the homophonic encoding indeed provides a certain level of
unconditional security, but after a large sample is
collected, the uncertainty tends to zero, entering a
regime in which a computational security analysis
is needed for estimating the resistance against
the secret key recovery. This paper addresses
Miodrag Mihaljević is with Mathematical Institute, Serbian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade, Serbia. Email: miodragm@turing.mi.sanu.ac.rs.

this computational complexity security evaluation,
and highlights how the computational security is
related to the homophonic coding design.
Summary of the Results. This paper yields a security evaluation which points out that the security, under the chosen plaintex attack (CPA), of
considered randomized encryptions (and particularly against key recovery) using the encodingencryption approach can be related to the complexity of solving certain LPN (Learning from Parity
with Noise) problem. We show that the algebraic
representation of a linearized model of the considered encryption is equivalent to certain LPN
problem, and that the hardness of this problem is
increased by the employed homophonic coding.
Consequently, the security evaluation has been
performed according to the following: (i) employment of a linear keystream generator instead of
the real one assuming that the original scheme is
at least as secure as the linearized one; (ii) proving
CPA security of the linearized scheme assuming
hardness of the underlying LPN problem (i.e. that
the scheme is as secure as the underlying LPN
problem is hard) (iii) proving that homophonic encoding makes the underlying search LPN problem
more complex, noting that it is known that if the
search LPN is hard the decisional LPN problem
is hard as well (also noting that the search LPN
problem corresponds to a particular secret-key
recovering problem). It follows from this analysis
that the dedicated homophonic encoding plays a
role in securing the system, and that a careful
design makes the underlying LPN problem heavily
more complex in the average case.
2. B
We consider randomized encryption schemes
which are integrated in communication systems
where error correction is performed before encryption. A generic model for such a system is
presented below in Subsection 2-1, which encompasses the randomized encryption schemes
proposed and discussed in [23], [24], [25], [26],
[30], [18], [19] and [28].
It has been shown in [28] via an informationtheoretic analysis that the addition of a dedicated
homophonic/wiretap encoding enhances the security of such randomized encryption schemes,
by increasing the uncertainty that an adversary
experiences about the keys used. The results of
this information-theoretic security evaluation are
shortly summarized in Subsection 2-2.
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where x = x(k) = [xi ]ni=1 ∈ {0, 1}n is a
pseudorandom vector used for encryption, which
is generated by either a keystream generator, or
by a block cipher working in the cipher feedback
mode (CFB) as in [30], [18], [19] and [31]. Notice
the important dependency of x = x(k) in the
secret key k. Also note that, for simplicity of the
exposition, the data employed for generation
the pseudorandom vectors x, which are publicly
known are not explicitly shown.

2.1.System Model
We consider a communication system where
some message a = [ai ]li=1 ∈ {0, 1}l is sent to a
transmitter over a noisy channel.
At the transmitter. To ensure reliable communication, a linear error-correcting encoder CECC (·)
is used, that maps an m-bit message to a codeword of n > m bits, using an m × n binary
code generator matrix GECC . A wiretap encoder
CH (·) is added prior to the error-correcting encoder CECC (·), which requires the use of a vector
m−l
of pure randomness, that
u = [ui ]m−l
i=1 ∈ {0, 1}
is, each ui is the realization of a random variable
Ui with distribution Pr(Ui = 1) = Pr(Ui = 0) = 1/2.
The wiretap encoding CH (a||u) consists of coset
encoding [32], which may be described by an
m × m binary matrix GH such that


h1

 ..
.

CH (a||u) = [a||u]GH , GH = 
(1)
 h 

At the receiver. The noisy communication
channel is modeled by the addition of a noise
vector v = [vi ]ni=1 ∈ {0, 1}n , where each vi
is the realization of a random variable Vi with
Pr(Vi = 1) = p and Pr(Vi = 0) = 1−p. The receiver
obtains
z = z(k) = y ⊕ v = CECC (CH (a||u)) ⊕ x ⊕ v (4)
and starts with the decryption

l

y = (CECC (CH (a||u))⊕x⊕v)⊕x = CECC (CH (a||u))⊕v.

GC
where GC is an (m − l) × m generator matrix
for an (m, m − l) linear error-correction code C,
and h1 , h2 , . . . , hl are l linearly independent row
vectors from {0, 1}m \C.
We get a joint wiretap and error correction encoding

He then first decodes CH (a||u), and in case of a
−1
successful decoding, he computes a using CH
and let the transmitter know he could decode.
Otherwise he informs the transmitter that retransmission is required. This assumes a noiseless
feedback link between the receiver and the transmitter.

a ∈ {0, 1}l 7→ CECC (CH (a||u)) ∈ {0, 1}n ,
which may alternatively be written as
CECC (CH (a||u))

= CECC ([a||u]GH )
= [a||u]GH GECC
= [a||u]G

2.2.Information-Theoretic Security Evaluation
(2)

where G = GH GECC is an m × n binary matrix
summarizing the two successive encodings at the
transmitter.
We also refer to this encoding as concatenation
of homophonic coding [21] and error correction,
since both homophonic coding and generic wiretap coding [32] share the same idea of randomness based encoding. Indeed, even though the
correspondence
a 7→ a1 h1 ⊕ a2 h2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ al hl ⊕ C
between an l-bit message a = [a1 , . . . , al ] and a
coset is deterministic, a random codeword c is
chosen inside the coset by:
C
C
c = a1 h1 ⊕a2 h2 ⊕. . .⊕al hl ⊕u1 gC
1 ⊕u2 g2 ⊕. . .⊕um−l gm−l

where u = [u1 , u2 , . . . , um−l ] is a uniformly distributed random (m−l)-bit vector as defined above
C
C
C
and gC
1 , g2 , . . . , gm−l are the rows of G .
The codeword sent is finally an encrypted version y of CECC (CH (a||u)) given by
y = y(k) = CECC (CH (a||u)) ⊕ x

(3)
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In [28], the above model of randomized encryption schemes was studied from an information
theoretic point of view. The goal was to analyze
the security enhancement provided by the wiretap
encoding, in terms of the secret key k equivocation, that is, the uncertainty that an adversary must
face about the secret key, given all the information
he could gather during different passive or active
attacks.
This analysis indeed demonstrated a gain of
unconditional security, and thus confirmed the security benefit of the additional wiretap encoder,
through tight lower bounds (Lemmas 1 and 2 in
[28]) and asymptotic values (Theorems 1 and 2
in [28]) of the secret key equivocation. The cost
of this enhanced security is only a slight/moderate
increase of the implementation complexity and the
communications overhead.
However, it also revealed that if the same secret key is used over a long period of time, the
adversary may gather large enough samples for
cryptanalysis, in which case the uncertainty tends
to zero, entering a regime in which a computational security analysis is needed for estimating
the resistance against the secret key recovery,
which motivated the current paper.

3.

C

C

S

secret key recovery under CPA. The analysis will
pinpoint which features the homophonic encoding
must have to imply an increased complexity of the
underlying LPN problem on average case.

E
This section analyzes the security of the encryption scheme described in Subsection 2-1 from a
computational complexity point of view.
We perform the security evaluation over a simplified linearized version of the scheme which
determines a lower bound on the computational
security of the original scheme. We show that
the chosen plaintext attack (CPA) security in the
linearized scheme is equivalent to certain LPN
problem, implying that the lower bound on the
encryption security is determined by the hardness
of the related LPN problem. We follow an instantiation of the following security evaluation approach
(see [17], for example): A given construction is
secure as long as some underlying problem is
hard given a reduction which shows how any
efficient adversary that succeeds in “breaking” the
construction with non-negligible probability also
can play the role of an efficient algorithm that succeeds in solving the problem that was assumed
to be hard. Our security evaluation follows the
above approach, and our initial assumption is that
the considered encryption is at least as secure
as its linearized simplification. Consequently, our
security evaluation objectives are focused towards
showing that: (i) an attack on a linearized algebraic
model of the considered encryption is equivalent
to solving a certain LPN problem, and (ii) homophonic coding increases the hardness of the
source LPN problem.
We show that an algebraic representation of
a linearized version of the considered model of
encryption is equivalent to an algebraic representation of a certain LPN problem. Accordingly, if an
algorithm for breaking the encryption exists, it can
be employed for solving the corresponding LPN
problem as well. Also we show that the considered
encryption provides an increase of a parameter
of the underlying LPN problem which determines
its hardness. The impact of this parameter on the
LPN problem complexity has been considered in
a number of papers including [4],[6], [20], [13],
[5], for example. The analysis given in the following sections is focused towards the following
two issues: (i) justification that the employed homophonic coding increases a certain parameter of
the LPN problem which determines its hardness;
and (ii) constructions of a dedicated homophonic
coding in order to provide high increase of the
complexity of solving the underlying LPN problem.
The analysis starts from the assumption that
the security of the considered encryption is at
least as hard as the security when the keystream
generator is replaced with a linear finite state machine which employs the same key. Consequently,
we will show in our complexity analysis that the
hardness of breaking the linearized scheme relies
on the hardness of the LPN problem (see [4],[6],
[20], [13], [5] for example), and that the identified
LPN problem is also equivalent to the problem of

3.1.Preliminaries
For the simplicity of exposition, we assume from
now on that the length of k is n. We further perform
the security evaluation under the following two
assumptions:
• x(t) = f (t) (k) = kS(t) , t = 1, 2, ..., τ , where
f (t) (·) is a linear function which maps the secret k into the keystream segment at the time
instance t, employing a randomly selected
and publicly known balanced n × n binary
(t)
matrix S(t) = [si,j ]ni=1 nj=1 and
(t)

(t)

S(t) = [S1 , S2 , ..., S(t)
n ]

(5)

(t)

where each Si , i = 1, 2, ..., n, denotes a
column of the matrix S(t) . Note that f (t) (·) is
usually a heavily nonlinear function, and its
consideration as a linear one actually implies
a lower bound on the security. Similarly, instead of x(t) = kS(t) , we can consider the
setting x(t) = f (t) (k) = kSt which maps
the session secret k (which depends on the
secret seed and the employed public initial
value) into the keystream segment at the time
instance t, S = [si,j ]ni=1 nj=1 is a known binary
(t)
(t)
(t)
matrix, and St = [S1 , S2 , ..., Sn ] where
(t)
each Si , i = 1, 2, ..., n, denotes a column of
the tth power of the matrix S, t = 1, 2, ..., τ ;
• we consider the chosen plaintext attack (CPA)
where the data is the whole zero vector a(t) =
0, for each t.
Under the above assumptions, and recalling
from (2) that both CECC and CH are linear encoders, with G = GH GECC , we can write
z(t) ⊕ v(t) = kS(t) ⊕ [0||u(t) ]G,
from which we obtain an algebraic representation
of the security evaluation problem in terms of a
noisy system of linear equations, as seen by the
adversary:

 
  (t)   (t) 
(t)
(t)
kS1
z
v
[0||u
]G
1
]

  [
 1(t)   1(t) 
(t)

0||u
G
 kS(t)





z
v
2 
2
 .2 ⊕
⊕ 2.  ,
=
..
.
 .  



  ..   .. 
. ]
 .   [

(t)
(t)
(t)
0||u(t) Gn
kSn
zn
vn
(6)
(t)
t = 1, 2, ..., τ, where u(t) = [ui ]m−ℓ
and
Gi
i=1
denotes the ith column of G.
The problem of solving a system of linear equations in the presence of noise is related to the socalled LPN (Learning Parity with Noise) problem,
defined formally as follows (see [16], for example).
Definition 1 (LPN Search Problem). Let s be a
random binary string of length n. We consider
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the Bernoulli distribution Bθ with parameter θ ∈
(0, 1/2) (so if e ← Bθ then Pr(e = 0) = θ and
Pr(e = 1) = 1 − θ ). Let Qs,θ be the following
distribution:

hardness of solving these problems comes from
the lack of efficient solutions despite the efforts
over the years.
In this paper for the computational complexity
evaluation we focus on the LPN search problem.

{(a, ⟨s|a⟩ ⊕ e)|a ← {0, 1}n , e ← Bθ }
where ⟨·|·⟩ denotes the binary inner product.
Assuming that the security parameter is n, for an
adversary A trying to discover the random string
s, we define its advantage as

3.2.Complexity Evaluation
A systematic way to solve a system of linear
equations, with or without noise, is to perform a
Gaussian elimination. If the system furthermore
contains unknowns that we are not interested in
finding, it is natural to start by removing them,
so as to obtain a system with a smaller number
of equations, where only the unknowns we would
like to find are left. We will now show how such a
strategy changes the noise present in the system
of equations.

AdvLPNθ (n) = Pr[AQs,θ = s|s ← {0, 1}n ] .
The LPNθ problem with parameter θ is hard if
the advantage of all PPT (Probabilistic Polynomial
Time) adversaries A is negligible.
What the LPN search problem captures is that,
given a security parameter n, a secret vector s,
and a1 , ..., aN randomly chosen binary vectors, it is
possible knowing yi = ⟨s|ai ⟩ and {ai }N
i=1 to solve
for s using standard linear-algebraic techniques as
long as there is no noise. However, when each yi
is flipped (independently) with probability p, finding
s becomes much more difficult. The problem of
learning s in this latter case is refereed to as the
learning parity in noise (LPN) problem.
The LPN search problem is equivalent to the
problem of decoding a general linear block code
and it is known that this problem is NP-complete
[3].
In [16] a distinguishing variant of the problem
has been introduced. Roughly speaking, the decisional learning parity with noise problem asks to
distinguish a number of noisy samples y of a linear
function (specified by a secret vector x which
stand for the secret s) from a uniform distribution.
The problem is, given A and y, to decide whether
y is distributed according to A · x ⊕ e or chosen
uniformly at random.
The LPN decisional problem has been used to
analyze the security of encryption techniques for
stream ciphers in [23] for example. The following
formal definition can be found e.g. in [16].

Lemma 1. Consider the following system of N
equations over the binary field GF (2) to be solved
for x1 , . . . , xL , L = N − M :
 (1)
(N ) 
α1
. . . α1

.. 
[x1 , . . . , xL ]  ...
. 
(1)

= [z1 , . . . , zN ] ⊕ [e1 , . . . , eN ],
or equivalently
(

AdvLPNDPθ (n) = Pr[AQs,θ = 1|s ← {0, 1}n ]−Pr[AUn+1

It has been shown in [16] that the distinguishingproblem is as hard as the search-problem with
similar parameters.
It should be noted that the average case hardness of the above two problems cannot be reduced to the worst-case hardness of a NP-hard
problem. The confidence on the average case

L
⊕

M
⊕

(i)
αj xj )⊕(

j=1

Definition 2 (LPN Decisional (Distinguishing)
Problem). Let s, a be binary strings of length n.
Let further Qs,θ be as in Definition 1. Let A be a
PPT adversary. The distinguishing-advantage of
A between Qs,θ and the uniform distribution Un+1
is defined as

The LPNDPθ problem with parameter θ is hard if
the advantage of all PPT adversaries A is negligible.

(N )

αL
. . . αL
 (1)
(N ) 
β1
. . . β1

.. 
⊕[y1 , . . . , yM ]  ...
. 
(1)
(N )
β M . . . βM

(i)

βj yj ) = zi ⊕ei , i = 1, 2, ..., N ,

j=1

(7)
(i) M N
(i) L
N
are
and
{β
}
,
{α
}
where {zi }N
j=1 i=1
j=1 i=1
i=1
j
j
M
N
known, {xj }L
j=1 , {yj }j=1 and {ei }i=1 are unknown,
and each ei is a realization of a random variable
Ei such that Pr(Ei = 1) = p < 1/2, i = 1, 2, ..., N .
If
1) the Hamming weight of each vector
(i)
(i)
[β1 , . . . , βM ] is greater or equal to some
parameter w, for i = 1, 2, ..., N , and
2) any Ω(i)
⊂
{1, 2, ..., N }\i, such that
⊕
⊕M (k)
⊕M (i)
β
yj
=
(i)
j
k∈Ω
j=1
j=1 βj yj ,
= 1] . i = 1, 2, ..., N , has cardinality at least
equal to w, i.e., there are at least w linearly
⊕M (i)
independent sums
j=1 βj yj among those
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
then, the problem of recovering the unknown
x1 , x2 , . . . , xL could be considered as the problem
of solving the following system of equations:
(

L
L
⊕ ⊕
⊕
⊕
(k)
(i)
(
αj xj ))⊕(
αj xj ) = zi ⊕(
zk )⊕e∗i ,
k∈Ω(i) j=1

j=1

k∈Ω(i)

(8)
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i = 1, 2, ..., N − M , where e∗i is a realization of a
random variable Ei∗ such that Pr(Ei∗ = 1) > pw =
1−(1−2p)w+1
.
2

corruption noise value lower bounded by pw (i.e., it
cannot be reduced via any further linear processing of the system of equations).
This leads to the main evaluation result:

Proof: Employing the algorithm of Gaussian
elimination, the unknowns yi , i = 1, 2, ..., M , can
be eliminated from the considered system of N
equations, and we obtain a transformed system
of N − M equations where only xi , i = 1, 2, ..., L,
are the unknowns.
⊕M (i) In each of the new equations
the term
j=1 βj yj from the initial equation, is
cancelled by the corresponding linear combina⊕
⊕M (k)
⊕M (i)
tion
k∈Ω(i)
j=1 βj yj =
j=1 βj yj , where
(i)
Ω ⊂ {1, 2, ..., N }\i and, according to the lemma
assumption, its cardinality is at least w, i =
1, 2, ..., N − M . Consequently, the new system of
equations has the following form:
(

Theorem 1. Consider the encryption (4),
where
the
homophonic
encoder
matrix
(H)
m
GH = [gij ]m
i=1 j=1 satisfies:
m−ℓ
∑
i=1

for some parameter w, and the sub-matrix of
the encoder matrix G = GH GECC consisting
of its m − ℓ last rows is such that any of the
columns is a linear combination of at least w other
columns. Then when x(t) = kS(t) , t = 1, 2, ..., τ ,
the encryption (4) is CPA secure assuming that
the underlying LPN problem is hard. Furthermore,
an adversary is facing the complexity of solvw+1
ing the LPNϵ problem where ϵ = 1−(1−2p)
,
2
assuming that this
complexity
is
upperbounded
( n ) 2.7
by mint,t=1,...,τ { Hw(e
}n , where Hw(et ) det)
notes the Hamming weight of the noise vector et .

L
L
⊕
⊕ ⊕
(k)
(i)
αj xj ) =
(
αj xj )) ⊕ (
j=1

k∈Ω(i) j=1

zi ⊕ (

⊕

zk ) ⊕ ei ⊕ (

k∈Ω(i)

⊕

ek )

k∈Ω(i)

i = 1, 2, ..., N − M .
We are left to compute the probability Pr(Ei∗ =
1), where
⊕
Ek ), i = 1, . . . , N − M.
Ei∗ = Ei ⊕ (

Proof: According to the theorem assumptions,
the ciphertex (4) can be rewritten as
zt = CECC (CH (at ||ut ))⊕xt ⊕vt = C ∗ (at ||ut )⊕kS(t) ⊕vt
(9)
t = 1, 2, ..., τ , where C ∗ (·) is an encoding operator. This representation directly implies that
the considered encryption fits into the encryption
paradigm proposed in [9] which is proved as CPA
secure assuming that the underling LPN problem
is hard, and consequently, the encryption (9) is
also CPA secure under the corresponding assumptions, and for simplicity of further consideration we assume that at = 0 for each t = 1, 2, ..., τ .
Note that the assumption that the complexity
of the considered
problem is upperbounded
( n ) LPN
2.7
by mint { Hw(e
}n
implies
that a generic apt)
proach for solving a stochastic problem by reducing it to a deterministic one based on guessing
any of the noise vectors et , t = 1, 2, ..., τ , does not
provide any gain.
On the other hand from (6), we have the following system of τ n overdefined consistent but
probabilistic equations over the binary field GF (2):

k∈Ω(i)

Note that Ei and Ek , k ∈ Ω(i) , are mutually
independent, and
Pr(Ei∗ = 1)

= 1 − Pr(Ei∗ = 0)
⊕
= 1 − Pr(Ei ⊕ (
Ek ) = 0).
k∈Ω(i)

Now the probability that an even number of digits
are 1 in a sequence of w + 1 independent binary
digits is [8, Lemma 1]
1 + (1 − 2p)w+1
2
if p is the probability that every digit is 1. Since
1 + (1 − 2p)w
1 + (1 − 2p)w+1
>
, p < 1/2,
2
2
we have that
1 + (1 − 2p)w+1
1 + (1 − 2p)w
<1−
.
1−
2
2
Accordingly,
⊕
pw = Pr(Ei∗ = 1) = 1 − Pr(Ei ⊕ (
Ek ) = 0)

(t)

kS1
(t)
kS2
..
.

k∈Ω(i)

>
=

(H)

gℓ+i,m−ℓ+j ≥ w , j = 1, m − ℓ + 2, . . . , l ,

(t)

kSn

1 + (1 − 2p)w+1
1−
2
1 − (1 − 2p)w+1
2

⊕
⊕

[0||u(t) ]G1
[0||u(t) ]G2

⊕ [0||u(t) ]Gn

(t)

(t)

= z1 ⊕ v1
(t)
(t)
= z2 ⊕ v2
(t)

, t = 1, 2, ..., τ,

(t)

= zn ⊕ vn

(10)
where each equation is correct with probability
equal to p, 0 is an ℓ-dimensional vector containing
(t)
only zeroes, and u(t) = [ui ]m−ℓ
i=1 .
The above system of τ n equations contains only
n+τ (m−ℓ) unknown variables, and that our goal is
to recover k only, i.e., we do not have any interest

since by assumption 2), there is no linear combination of the equations which can reduce the
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(t)

in recovering {ui }m−ℓ
i=1 , t = 1, 2, ..., τ . Thus, via
Gaussian elimination, we can remove the τ (m −
(t)
l) unknown {ui }m−ℓ
i=1 , t = 1, 2, ..., τ , and obtain
τ (n − m + ℓ) equations where only k is unknown.
This transforms the initial system of τ n equations
into the following one with τ (n − m − ℓ) equations
(in total) and n unknowns k = [ki ]ni=1 :
(k)

L1 (k)
(k)
L2 (k)
..
.

=
=

(k)

=

(z)

(t)

(v)

We finally get:
⟨k|c1 ⟩
⟨k|c2 ⟩
..
.
⟨k|cn−m+ℓ ⟩
⟨k|cn−m+ℓ+1 ⟩
⟨k|cn−m+ℓ+2 ⟩
..
.
⟨k|cτ (n−m+ℓ) ⟩

(t)

L1 ([zi ]ni=1 ) ⊕ L1 ([vi ]ni=1 )
(v)
(t)
(z)
(t)
L2 ([zi ]ni=1 ) ⊕ L2 ([vi ]ni=1 )
(z)

(v)

(t)

(t)

Ln−m+ℓ ([zi ]ni=1 ) ⊕ Ln−m+ℓ ([vi ]ni=1 )
(11)
(v)
(z)
(k)
t = 1, 2, ..., τ , where Lj (·), Lj (·) and Lj (·),
j = 1, 2, ..., n − m + ℓ, are linear functions, all of
them specified by the matrix G and the Gaussian
elimination used to remove the random bits u(t) ,
(k)
while Lj (·) further depends on the known matrix
S(t) . Note that the Gaussian elimination of the vari(t)
ables {ui }m−ℓ
i=1 can be performed independently
for each t, implying that the entire complexity
(for t = 1, 2, ..., τ ) is upper-bounded by τ O(n2.7 )
assuming that the most efficient algorithm for
Gaussian elimination is used.
Note that system of equations (10) for any
t = 1, . . . , τ , fits the setting of Lemma 1, assuming
that we have N = n equations, ⊕
for L = n
(k)
L
unknown we want to recover, where j=1 αj xj ,
(t)
k = 1, . . . , N correspond to kSi , i = 1, . . . , n,
⊕M (k)
and
j=1 βj yj for M = m − ℓ, k = 1, . . . , N
correspond to [0||u(t) ]Gi , i = 1, . . . , n. Lemma 1
and its underlying assumptions yeild that each
equation in (11) is correct with some probability
lower than 1 − pw , where
Ln−m+ℓ (k)

1 − (1 − 2p)w+1
,
2
=
since
the
noise
(v∗1 )(t)
(v)
(t) n
∗
(t)
L1 ([vi ]i=1 ), . . . , (vn−m+ℓ )
=
(v)
(t) n
Ln−m+ℓ ([vi ]i=1 ) has coefficients that are the
realization of a random variable which takes value
w+1
1 with probability greater than pw = 1−(1−2p)
.
2
The above system of τ (n − m + ℓ) equations can
consequently be rewritten as:
pw =

L∗1 ([ki ]ni=1 )
L∗2 ([ki ]ni=1 )
..
.

=
=

L1 ([zi ]ni=1 )
(z)
(1)
L2 ([zi ]ni=1 )

L∗n−m+ℓ ([ki ]ni=1 )
L∗n−m+ℓ+1 ([ki ]ni=1 )
L∗n−m+ℓ+2 ([ki ]ni=1 )
..
.

=
=
=

Ln−m+ℓ ([zi ]ni=1 )
(z)
(2)
L1 ([zi ]ni=1 )
(z)
(2) n
L2 ([zi ]i=1 )

L∗τ (n−m+ℓ) ([ki ]ni=1 ) =

(z)
(τ )
Ln−m+ℓ ([zi ]ni=1 )

(z)

(z)

=
=

d1
d2

=
=
=

dm−n+ℓ
dm−n+ℓ+1
dm−n+ℓ+2

=

dτ (m−n+ℓ)

,

(13)

where each equation is correct with a probability
w+1
upper-bounded by 1 − pw = 1 − 1−(1−2p)
,
2
and where the n-dimensional binary vectors
τ (n−m+ℓ)
τ (n−m+ℓ)
are known.
and {dj }j=1
{cj }j=1
According to the definition of the LPN search
problem and the above representation, the considered encryption is as secure as a particular
w+1
LPNϵ search problem with ϵ = 1−(1−2p)
is hard,
2
which concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 1. According to the proof of Theorem
1, note that the considered linearized model of
encryption is as secure as the problem of its secret
key recovery under CPA is hard because from the
security point of view the model appears as an incarnation of the LPN problem, and hardness of the
LPN search problem also implies hardness of the
LPN decisional problem (see [16], for example).
Remark 2. In a special case when xt = kSt ,
t = 1, 2, ..., τ , the LPN problem considered in
Theorem 1 is a specific incarnation of the LPN
problem with a certain structure, which implies that
instead of using a generic approach for solving
the LPN problem, a technique known as the fast
correlation attack (see for example, [1], as well as
[7]) can be employed. On the other hand even if
the fast correlation attack (FCA) based approach
is employed, again its complexity heavily depends
on the parameter ϵ. Finally, note that the technique
for solving LPN problems reported in [6] is an employment of the FCA paradigm. Accordingly, the
considered nature of the underlying LPN problem
has no impact on Theorem 1.
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